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"During my school ysars with my brothar Michael in Samoa, between 1902-1904,

I never tired of visiting various places in the island in search of stamped handtes

of ancient amphoras, so as to find out from them what amphoras ware brought into
- • 1

Samoa by trade. And I did indeed discover at first a few handles of Rhodian amphoras.

i i and two or three of Knidian ones. . . But what was my surprise when beyond all

^ ' I -
' expectation I found also stamped handles entirely different from the well-known
• I ,

Rhodian, Knidian and Thasian, both as to their fabric and as to their s;^arapB, And

I
: how great on the other hand was my joy when, as my collection of these handles

t r-

increased, I convinced by studying them that I had before me the stamped handles

of ancient Samian amphoras, hitherto unknown to the archaeological world. . , ,
i

"In communicating here for the first time the discovery of those stamped handloj

of Samian amphoras, and in publishing at the same time the stamps of six of them, I

think ,it necessary"^t^ put down aisxtitXxXKinxJciiDOJl a few notes as to the style of

Samian amphoras and as to the workmanship of the handles,and a few general remarks

about the stamps, reserving a more extensive treatment for when I publish the rest

.of the stamps.

"Granjred that jao ±» intact Samian amphora is known so far, I can therefore not

; —/-• -i ^ "conjecture witIt any oeli.Ui»iy as to what their style was. I think however that it is

«itir.ly protobl. that in ^ stamp no. 1 tour 5|J th. styl. of th. Samian amphora

is depicted, because the Samian potter could not do otherwise than to represent

stamp
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his own stamp the style of amphora familiar in his own country,"^inc0 furthermore

it was he who made the amphora.

I "All 63 of the handles in question are of the same technique: they are quite

flat- -place of "
broad, and they curve almost at once from thoir^attachment near the lip of the am

amphora; they are generally

^ ^yo'l (•• --- '
.Q J ^-i'^|, fir 4 n r* A /ff w</4 /•speaking quite delicate,and-fiBithed with care anfl^pr^^,

' ' '-''V^ - 'V '' '^ ^ 'Viy-X-w-e ~
VN^) 65 \

"Their clay is very fine and fir% with quantities of gild-colored particles j

its color is not the same in all, but in some it is quite grey, in others deep red,

indeed almost black, and in most it is reddish.

"The stamps, foimd on the curved part of the handle, are of various shapes:

oval or circular, square or rectangular. _

"Of the whole lot, only 5 or 6 have letters on them, like no.4 Lour 48j. The

rest bear different types - various vases, birds, insects, heads of animals, heads

and busts of men, gods, goddesses, and some the prow oiff a ship with the letters 2A

or"Samian"- suppl^l^ship" or'trireme". So they are marked apparently with types from
of Samos

the history and mythology such as-one meets on the coins of Samos. . . - -

"it is worth particilar att/ention and study that the types of certain of the

stamps correspond exactly with^coins, and that others seem to come from ringstones.

II particularly in
The technique of all these stamps is very fine; inxjacxtistsiiKx some of them
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j ^_g c0TTip9.rs.t)l® "wi"bli 'bhs.'b of S8.ithq.ii ooxns of "blio bost ponodj or "bb8."b of *bbo

finest ringstones. _ —

"Such being the quality of Samian amphora stamps, they mil probably occupy

an exceptional zsisk place in the study of amphora stamps."

Hers the author presents a selection of six of his stamps, our numbers

(p.5)
40, 48, 4, 60, They are illustrated, by reproductions of rubbings. He concludes:

"So much, on the occasion of communicating the discovery of the stamped handles"

of Samian amphoras. / ^

count 0 j
"l aca«gX3ac«x-fctmt-g myself happy thati I have been able to add a page not without.

I

value to the rich and illustrious archaeology of Samos, so dear to me, and this to

pay gratefully » pupil's fee^or what I was* taught in the Pythagoreion._

"in Syme, April 1910.
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Above are selections'from a short article published in Samos in 1911. The

^ r

author was entirely right in his estimate of the unique nature of his discovery. For

all that, more than a half-century has passed since his arjticle was published without

"its ever having had any archaeological notice, so far as I know. The circulation of

the journal in which it appeared must have been mostly among the Greeks of western

-Turkey and of the Turkish islands ^which then included Samos and Syme), and on these—

events began to move very soon after 1911.

The Haviaras boys were knov/ledgeable on the subject of amphora stamps,-aince

their father, Demosthenes Haviaras, collected thom; he came to have, in his home in

Symej by the time of his death in 1922, prcbably the largest private collection of such

things then ia-aadaEtBWw, over 4000, a good part of which he had picked up on expedition

with his sons to nearby islands and to the Anatolian coast opposite Syme, in those

>iayB of pax Turcica. YiThen later Michael Haviaras was a young schoolmaster in Alex-

; andria, he gave special tutoring in the Greek language to a Greek boy whose younger

childhood had been spent in America, and j^h^srsupplementod more fonm.1 lessone by

from

collecting ^reek stamped handlesy^^en the surface of the ancient sites along the shore

- from Alexandria. Thus was started the Lucas Benaohi oollection, which eventually

• y-N, numbered some 66,000.

From Lucas Denachi in the early 1950's I learned of the probable
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0X(J)Eteiic9 in Syme of the collootion of Demosthenes Haviaras, and in September 1956

-l£aria Savatianou (now JIrs. Petropoulakou) visited the island for me and found the

collection, making the acquaintance of children and grandchildrea of the collector.

I On this occasion, Mr, Nikitas Haviaras gave her the offprint of. his article from-which

I have quoted above. Then, and again during our reconnaissance - brief, but in force

j- in Syme in early July of 1957, we had glimpses of the smaller but unique collection

of Nikitas Haviaras. "It was understood he -nouTd himseTf make the full publication to

which he had looked forwardad in his preliminary reportj and I hoped to nfeke photo-

- ^
-graphs foi^ him to use-in this publication, A

During the spring and early summer of 1959, Mr, Benachi's periodical reports to

vu,—

us on new acquisitions in his collection included mention of two stamps with fo^part-—-

of bull iour 1 and 2) like that illustrated by Haviaras in his 1911 publication lour

4)j and also of two examples ofl a facing Hera. Iour 25 and 26) which also has turned

out to have been matched in the Haviaras collection lour 27), It seemed very desii-able

to encourage and help Mr, Haviaras to publish his exciting collection. But other

pressures prevented, ' In October of 1962 Nikita Haviaras died, without having achieved

his wish.
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Now the present occasion seemed one designed to rescue from oblivion a boy's

discovery in Samos.nearly 70 years ago, of an unknown class of amphora stamps, one

many

BfxKhiBhxihaxiHtarBat/xgBaszaraiixbBysHi of interest to lOHBii more than th^stamp/
I persuaded

specialist, So in October 1968^vlrs, Petropoulakou wsfcft-rg®od=a3E»a^ to go to Syme

. • - 5 - c-t'v-A
,-'v and make the necessary records. Thanks are given to the family of friend

amphoraNikitas Haviaras that, once more, Samian^stamps can be offered as AIAAKTPA.

ad^d^suggestions as to the shape of the Samian amphora at various periods, and

reraarkB on its probable contents. For the stamps, I have supplemented the Haviaras

_ Vo . 6
group with 16 related items of which 5 were also found in Samos. Having no expertise

/

Y these types, I have gladly taken such advice as time seamed to permit.
xn

olaar a presentation as I couldj and hope that the reader.

31-^:honop^in the present -puhlidatioin will find amusement in making—furthe-T-n-iaimiieuLs on

some of these stamps,

0 ^
bnder nos, 1-127 Icf, Pl.l) are assembled the types specifically reminiscent of

k.

A

^ y ^
coin types. In this section are most of the parallels from outside the

/ , Haviaras collection, 1,_2, 17, 25, and ^ are duplicates of Haviaras stamps,found
&

A---^-pHe one._ll7) in M Egypt,and the rest in the Benachi collection, probably i-rom.
^ _ _ . _

^Alexandria. These five handles indicate a very small movement to the outside world

'of "tHe particular kind of amphoras represented in our group. The rest of the non- j

- -
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Now an occasion arose that seensd designed to rescue from oblivion the

boy's discovery in Samos, nearly 70 years ago, off an unknown class of amphora

•4Ti„Ja<niwnfr^-iTff Rhys- CarpenteTv

stamps, one of interest to many more than a narrow specialists,^ So in October

1S68 I persuaded Mrs, Petropoulakou to go back to Syme and gake the necessary

records. VYarm thanks are given to the family of our friend Nikitas Haviaras
5

for making possible this publication.
tkvtYTrTOHiWTinisra^pxggipiagxaKaofapraxatKgqCTXBBMaslxbaxBiyarg^MxffijbiktiKX In the

present article I add suggestions as to the shape of the Samian amphora at various

periods, and remarks on its probable contents. For the stamps, I have supple

mented the Haviaras group with some related items of which about a third were

6

also found in Samos. Having no expertise in any of these types, I have gladly

taken advice from those better informed, in order to make as clear a presentation

7

as 1 could. In the event, I have been unable to confine this article to the

limits of what might have been my share of Hesperia XXXVIII, 2. I hope that the

scholar honored there will accept the present piece as a suppleqientary installBB

ment of didakti^.

1

4.
}

"t"
—4-
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Haviaras items with Samian ooin-de-wices [s&vq 8, of which the reading is not clear)

to our basic group but distinct from,it:^
are related 3oiiixii*ixiustxfr»inxBHXX5TBa53E they show the Samian lion-mask but with the

1 ung-ing
addition of a proper nam.e not present in the Hariaras types, and perhaps belong to

A

a slightly later date. See 9 through 16, items found in Naukratis, Kos, Pella and

ClZ

Alexandria I? Benachi collection) as well as at the Heraion in Samos. Of thes
"AT

[ .«333i- 11 givi on the amphora as a whole, "whioTi had in this case the same

stamp on both handles, and had a broad mushroom rim, the edge of which is visible in

-Pl.l.-

For investigating Samian coin devices, we are fortunate in having the recent

volume by J.P. which has seived as basis for any vomment in the present art-

- .

iole. "The two chief types of all Samian coins are the mask of a lion and the fore

part of an ox," as.-Barron remarks at the beginning of.Jhis introduction, following the

statement with a discussion of thejorigin euid religious significance of these devices.

The ox or bull device is represented in known stamps by a single type, our examples

1-4. It shows the whole forepart including forelegs, as in the coins from the mid-

5th century onward. The cloven hooves are shown, as also in the coins, beginning in

the 5th century iBarron*s Class VIl), Most troublesome to place is a kind of hump

on the shoulder which may be exaggerated muscle. For this feature, closest in Barron'i

plates is pi, XXV, octobol no. 6iji date^ 270-259 B.C. j but the ugly elongation
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ikaxBBXKX? of the body bahing the shoulder, which begins in coins in the 3rd century

is not matched in of

(Barron, p.129), the device ±» the stamps. Finally, the pi-shaped

stamp
frame that surrounds the^evice gives something of the effect of the incuse square

"

the edges of which frame the bovine forepart in coins', -a feature urtfecja. dies out in

the ifh centu ry B.f. ^

The lion's mask accompanied by the name of a person isee above, comment on our

seems to bo

- 9-16) is matched on coins only on certain bronzes,-illustrated by Barren in his-pi-,
•vA

XXXI, nos,.S£ 2-5, dated ca. 310-300 B.C. according to parallels to silver coins cited

_in Barren's- text,--p.134. Compare our 14 (Pl.l) with Barren's, pi. XXIV, drachma no. 3,
also dated ca. 310-300 B.C.p

Y As remarked above, it is the types without any names 15-7) that are represented in

the Hayiaras Collection itaelf. These are too badly prosoryod,wid too badly impressed

for close comparison; but the lion's mask may perhaps be compared with that in the

coins of smaller donomimations in Barren's pi. XXII, cf. the fiobols 1-7, of which
A

no, 7 is dated by Barron lp.ll4) with the tetradrachms of Demon, i.e. apparently ca."

370-365, cf. Barron, p. 111.

The ship's prow ofi the coins, the- prow of the ^amaina, is discussed by-Barron
on

p.6. On the handles we have at least four distinct 'prow types, known in from one to

three examples each, all types being represented in the Haviaras ccollection» and

ingle example U7) having been found elsewhere. The ethnic 2A1 appears above the
pro

—type of 17-19 has in addition the inscription HPHS below the prow.
V-

y i ®llXB39iHS?X*hllXB*hHt«X«3SS39»gS*X««X
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On coins, the ethnic accompanies the prow rarely. I find it abbreviated as here in

C'

I / Barron's pi. XXII, the diobols 1-7; and perhaps this series, dated by Barron not long
' 1 \)

uictC. j

before 365 B.C. (see above on the obverse of mo. 7) is a fair parallel tp our prow

*11 •.* > ^ ^
typoB>\^with ethnic. Note that a change in direction b£ki of the prow (as of the head of

H^a'f is considered by Barron (p.147) to call attention to a differohce in size of
A

coins* our prows aro to tho loft, savo on 17-19, .handles which are in fact consistent-
9 ^ jfX

ly-a little smaller that.-thsssy impressed by the other three prow typos, and^very

likely indicate a somewhat sfWrHor amphora,

compared with in3
Finally, the facing head in 25 -_27 can he assmsiatarixiraii^Rr^amian coin types ,

Although there is not a close parallel on the coins, the fact that the lady plainly

wears a necklace (see the second, differently lighted, photograph of 25 in PI. 1)

s \\ 1

/associates her with a series of profile heads on Samian coins which are identified
as

Hera. Among tho (less common) facing heads.

kr ; • C X^ Barron, pi. XXXI, no. 5, •• which the author (y* of. his p.134^ dates ca. 310-500'

\ 2Z^ £iu..,. hi-,... 7., W
\ however, tiW's3aH*^i Imp lAw' ulmiipir .iaeamiiii t<i,Di'laek any-*ogt-eie--headga«». The letters

B* "that on tho bronzOj^,

which seam like a label with tho^heac^ are rather to be taken as corresponding witn
!
jthe inscription below tho prow on «-nd a possible inscription below the lion's

mask in 8j see further below.

•^T>

The devices and letters assembled as nos. ^-53 (see PI. 2) are such as may be

(found in yoins,^but none would in itself have identified as Samian
•fehe handle on whic
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appoars. There are numismatic associations (non-Samian) also for some of the types
^ p, -o-iQ .- ^̂ all

in the final section, M-77; these atoms haTO been as-sflmM-ed because thoyy^asm to bo/
y vfs/. 12

iimprossions from ring-stones or engraved rings. The whole series 28-77 is from the

xTr' A
iHaviaras collection save 42 and 53; neither of those ms a duplinato of a Haviaras

;

^ jstamp, although they are plainly related rospoctivoly to ^ and both -Hdro, like

coins of the most famous of iioaxsj Asiatic goddesses, Artemis of Ephesos, Charact-

itho Haviaras collection, found in Samos iin the Gorman excavations); no duplicates.

,, ,

or near duplicates, of 28-77 kave been found outside the islann. It seems a roasOTabl^e

aEsuqfcion that all the stamped fragments here presented, and not only those bearing

•1^ r\ngs
Samian typos, come from amphoras laado In Samos . UiilThother'all .tke implements .of,whioh-

,/

7 ,
77\boar impressions were also o'ngi

^ '• \ r ^ / \
' \ ^V" ' ^

faraou'^ \'"i c\'

laved in S^mos isYmothe r\^tter
tha-^SaWan gem-^ngraverA of an earlier time , ^t such sWll- objects may

oyed fc>f/an exOTic flavo^ oonsidir ^e enigmatic 76,

The cult statue of 28-29 has a geboral resemblance to representations on Roman

the
1^
iS-

er/istic are the extended forearms and handl, from which hang knotted and tassoled

fillets, and the elbows close to the bod^; also the polos, and the sheath-like ^

covering of the lower body, which narrows downward, ending at the ankles. The goddess

in the stamps however Iscka the bost-khown f«s±sr* anatomical feature of the Ephesian;

jchS further, does not .. hA panel^wSthe skirt of her dress^show the indication o:^«abrcida4y seen in the BmiaaW
this \

xflPxa|dwi*»*s numismatic and other representations of^rtemis. On the other hand, the

^amian Hera is identified,on Samian coins of the Roman period, in a similarly posed
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figure, who wears polos and veil like our goddess, and from whose hands hang
a

14

Ifillets. The full-skirted drapery of this figure makes it look different from

the goddess in 28-29. However,cult statue consisted of a p-imitivo .figure

dTrossed in actual clothing, the stylo of the clothing may well have changed over the

ioonturios. Pro-Roman coins do not depict the cult goddess of either Ephesos or

SamoB, We would like to know what the figure of the Ephesian was like, of which
(U

Xonophon had a copy made for the sanctuary he founded near Olympia. Presence in

the Haviaras collection suggests that 28 and 29 give ua a notion of.the goddess..oil._

^Saimos, perhaps as she looked in Xenophon's time,

i The same context encourages one to idontflify the turretted head in 30 as the

walled city of Samos, although a city goddess does not appear in Samian coins, as it

I .does in the coinages of numerous other eastern cities,

Afew notes follow on the rest of the stamps in PI,2, awB'1p4yja-t<i;^^r.0iTK.tho^

<rx' "

Barley ears and bees {_^l-35) both appear as symbols at various

times in coins of Samos, although not in combination; stars (of.44) also appear,

Ampboras (bf, 36)''; on these soe'fuFthbr'b^ow, in the disoussidn of shapes. The
A

f/"^ Q! vases (38-43) might have been expected to give us an idea ofnan earlier s-fego of

c/-

-4

, the Samian table ware familiar - at least by name - to the Romans as early as

at ^{/) 4ih Plautus . The original product must have bean competent and'good value to hava

(? : CviTnnlfltBH so widely as to give its name, as apparently it did, to crockery in

Jr8- J
; general, as happened in recent times with a product of China, However the variety--'

seen in our stamps is not great, and we may just suggest that the kantharoi depicted

__(40-42) igjRJr be ancestors of Plautus' Samiolum poterium (jQiawlittwe 694), ...It. is hopod.
STicWt>3

i stamps L

o

that soao reader will identify the devices in the fragmentary types 4j5-^7. For the
A
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having lettars •without devices, 48-53, note that 51 may act belong •with the rest

of the Haviaras handles; and that from the exca-vatipns of the Kastro of Tigani

IPythagoroion) gives ^s a probable restoration of the incoraplote stamp 52, although

'the two stamps are not identical. 5^ gives also information on the shape of the

Samian amphora; mxA for a profile view of this fragment, see PI .4,^

,4 <3- j|̂ ^ -

lit

As already noted, 54-^¥- ^Pl,3) seem to bo impressions of engraved metal
" ^ ^ V- ^ ° JlQ

V
(. ' y rings or of ringstonos; on these I am much indeb^tod to John Boardman Pwr^^iiBBEhs ,

/
—jf 4 ^ ^ -v^^^Noto among doities and monsters Athena in fighting attitude 154-^) and figures iiv^ioh

jm*yxiax±dw»*ifia!i;^*xxHsx*k2;Bixx^SjB:^?xgxBXXtS2:^:j may be identified as Pan 157),

"orakles l^)» Sros 159), a bearded siren 160-^), and perhaps Priapus (6n» Genre

scenes are represented by ^2-^, a draped female, figure with a watorbird n)i 56,

j p«»rhap8 an athlete usdng the strigil on his thigh; in 64 and some ritual event

seems to bo depictedj. Among the rest, Mr. Boardman has identified a yaniform head

in 68 and a aurex shell in 73; and he has suggested that the typ of 71 and 72 may

bo a female head ^badly impressed, and/or from a worn die), rather than the grape-

OH

cluster it resembles at first sight. A± his recommendation, some of the impressi ons

are shown at twice actual size (^7, 6^2, 6,3). Sea the catalogue text on the onig- '

matio ; in Pan t?) appears to have goat land head) but human kxwH

-J
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knoos.) It may^skpw be roimrked that although'the amphoras on -which these impressions

were made -ivere surely Samian, the same is of course not necessarily true of every

' -J Some of those'''^'^A'^.-%^-A^'^.i.-r^—
one of the rings or stones that impressed theiiv{./\Sbsb may not have been^reek'^t all

/ '.

in origin; such would bo my suggestion, for instance, for ^6,

The devices in 54-56 and in 74 correspond -with (reverse) types in certain non-

_[ Samian coins: the lion head and foropaw (74) was a long-lived type of Knidos, while

the Fighting Athena i54-^6) appears in the late 4th and early 3rd century B.C. on

i coins of various governments of Macedonia! origin, so that the goddess has sometimes

"been identified with a statue of Athena Alkis at Polla.
A.

In addition to the handles of which the stamps are shown in Pla-tes 1-3, the

lection of Nikitas Haviaras included four others of similar fabric on which only

- --ST

, vestiges of stamps could be made out. Finally there wore two Rhodian handles and
tA *A.,

-X one of unknown origin.
'A pL "Lv)
•>V) ,, TV *4 ' wA: !

^ - (J It is my feuess that the last three handles mentioned (possibly plus our 51) were

',y
the results of general wanderings (of. Haviaras's text quoted at the beginning of

M
•this article) and that the rest of the collection was found ^together, inAo»SL_pi.fcqej^

Mr. Haviaaas still hoped to publish his collection himself, ho was^not-^^iling

to discuss it in detail or to state precisely where it had been found; although he

did tell us, during our visit in 1957, that it came from in or near Tigani, now

-r--
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X^allod Pythagor«ioni-<Cof which tho housos lie on part of the hbb site of the ancient

capital" city of the island.-' But before he died he talked a little further about the

findingplaoo^with a friend in Sjfme; and these words afterward reported to us suggest

-that"the collection as a whole was from one place; so the text of 1910 quoted above,

"as my collection of these handles increased," would refer to repeated visits by the

.boy_to the__aame_placo,_ In fact, deposit on the handles suggested to Mrs,. Potropoulakpu_

Iwhen she took the records in October 1968) aaggeaiaii that most of them had been exposed

for a similar reason,

together; inxifeaxxaaatxwKjnj coins are sometimes identified as from the same hoard.

Finally, theM is confirmation in the internal natueo of the group, as reviewed in the

Wforegoing pages. Here is a sot of handles, found in Samos, of" fa-irly homogeteous

fabric ( sois further below), impressed by a series of stamps almost unknown elsewhere'

and including a number of Samian coin devices. As already remarked, it soems impossible

to suppose they are anything but Samia^. And yet the particular types have not been

found, so far as I know, in the archaeological investigations of the Tigani-Pythagor-

/1

- eion area or at the Heraion, from which sites, at least through the finds .nf-_

.. -

• 1957, 77 per cent of the hxiubcx stamped handles were Rhodian. it seems a fair

(I
ir \y y^y \ <. guess thatitar have here a local product for a j)articular occasion bly, f «-*r

lriew oftheT-ineoriptione on-'e-nwT'TT^W..'

case the stamps of the collection would be a group

'dijsagte^one another in date, although of odurse, particularly in the
oase of the ring-

J
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impressions, some might be from heirlooms, and so earlier than the others. Especially

as a terminus at least for
indeed,these seals of PI.3, a date for the group would be welcome, since fi:^ed

points in the chronology of engraved signets seem to be few.
X -

I VJhat date for the group is suggested by the indications that we have? Consider—

'the types associated with Samian coins, and how they fit into the chronology of the

coined! *jt«xsi9»x«x3BBxi*2Sx It should first bo noted that no coins are believed to

have been struck at Samos after 365, when the greater part of the population was

expelled bv the Athnnians and raplacod by Athenian cleruchs,aiid before 322 whan the

^ Saaians were reinstated by Perdikkasp aaxxyiHgxBat as ordered by Alexander. In
i

fact. Barren assigns no issues to the second hajf of the 4th century ^SS. until ca.

,

510 B.C. On our stamps with coin devices, sea ssaaaKi above, the comment on_l-27.

*laAXaxTM:asiaeAxj3DXBii***Hxpx«*»*xiiiBX*yiM*sx*k»yxi03uricxjm»3cx*l*xixixx*»x«e*3i^*x*X!x:^^b6

- ««?ittgpx±sx3a*xxi£K±w£tanix»^3Bx* There are fairly specific parallele between coins

and stamps that have personal names combined with the lion masks; the stamps however

••re our 8 I?) and^-l^, not from the Haviaras collection; the coins ibrmnze) are

dated ca. 310-300 B.C., and similarly dated is a silver drachma, which has no personal

^ name but in which the device is remarkably close to that in our 12j-16. In contrast,

S closest
,tho Samian coin devices in stamps of the Haviaras collection itself are jpelaled,

close

though not very nWnftly, to devices in some of the later pre-365 silver issues. It

CXZ-^
seems probable that these stamps date be fore-l-v,,.,PB aane oeiorethe resumption of coinage after 322 B.C.
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The only feature which s^^ieert'to connect this group with post-exilic coins was the

hump on the bull, 1-4 ^soo above); ahd since the typo as a whole does not resemble

that of the 3rd century coin in which the shoulder muscle is similarly prominent.

Ipossibly in 1-4 the hump has been added to the normal Samian bovine animal in some

^Bort of topical allusion of the day.

in

;,\i ^ Among the devices shbmn in Pl^^ the stemmed kamtharo^ ^0-^2 has some dating

value by its similarity with a device in Thasian stamps of the / 4th century B.C.

VvO

T ' Compare the vase in Bon 297, one of the two-name stamps which are datable before ca.
/V ^

3<3
^ -8^

-f-

340 B.C.; also that in Bon 703, probably of the third quarter of the 4th century.

Monograms (cf. 52J are uncommon in stamps before the late 4th century B.C., but are

-.&e'

^ apparently attested as early as the third quarter of the century. The Fighting
' "- " . —

<f>'' In'"'

.i^ --\Athena is particularly common on coins of the late 4th and early 3rd century Isee

above, note ; but she does appear, standing las in our 54-^) rather than striding,

^^\^;a8 a symbol in coins of Alexander. And the "swallow-tailed wrap over her shoulders".
•A

while elegantly noticeable in the coin of Ptolemy Soter of 315 B.C., adorns Panathen-

.i^ aic amphors.s as early as 363/2 B.C. The Eros with amphora 159) belongs to a class
v., A-/
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of g«m-compositions v/hich might hav® b««n datad in ths aarly Roman pariod, as Mr.

Boardman tails maj but tha surely Chian amphora fits avan battar in tha lattar'

- ^ ~ ^ .
4th cat tUry B.C. V; ^ It

Wa my parhaps frame our group-chronologieally by noting that discovary at-

Alexandria of four duplicates of Haviaraa typos (i, 2, 25 and 26) suggests a data

-

I ly indicates a data be fore about 310 B.C. Occasion for the production of this

unique ,small sarias of stamped Samian amphoras may than be founds in the festival or

festivals that attended the restoration of tha Samians to Saraos in 322 B.C. The tvDOE
29 - "//• ' yv

possibly also our BB-iS,
OHT and reinforc^ by the g^^Bjadtsraaaw in 17-19, 25-27, and perhaps

77, Aeem to show us who^ received those ^iio came to celebrate . "And the goddess would

provide for the banqueters barley meal and loaves of bread, wine and sweetmeats, and

a portiin of the sacrificial victims from tha sacred hard,'.' T-Tj-ateTU- as-Xendphbir

says with reference to the festival he instituted near Olympiaj the food and drinl

offered were the produce of the land belonging to tha temple. R«rhaps both wine

and oil for JMee festivals were supplied in our stamped amphoras. I am unable to accouni

very satisfactory, for the great number of different endorsements represented by our

stamps, over 40 if one counts all the distinct Samian^type^"'̂ 't seems improbable
that there ^.ore so many different potters. PerhapsjVubscriptions

TNero made,-eS32^
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•whether isn aid of a recently revived or expanded festi-Tal of Hera, or in support of

La netv foundation^, Asubscriber when making his payment may have impressed his own

ring on the still unfired amphora^ as will be seen presently, the jars were not all

have —zj
j.- j -^sjflsan—^ ^1 of the same size. For legislation that seems to covered .-s^aai iivb pi'unedui^, of ./s ^

a text of the last quarter of the 5th century in Thasos. We may then for instance

gBszx associate 54-^ with the Macedonian leadership that brought about the restor-

ation of the Samians in

, y—, ^

So mo-eirrfor the stamps in the Haviaras coll ection and the few related from

,--A. Ajiy''

•elsewhere published here. Mr. Haviaras was "^fflSwed right in believing that ho Tmd

found a notable and unique group of stamped handles.

.Like him, wo would like to know .what kind of jar it was on which thoso stamps

appeared. Unfortunately not a single one of the Haviaras handles, or of those with

..stamps duplicating these, has so much as a rim at-taohodj ohe only 117, from'• '̂emphis,

- - - - - ^ — — _see Pl.l) has -efe«»-y its whole height preserved. The height of this handle was about

that of P 24869 ^Pl.4, 3); but the handles of the Haviaras
A'

group.

which we have dated in the last quar-ber of the 4-bh century, have in general very

Btwrt tops, i.i|^distinctly less projection of the top of the handle from tiia its

j "attadhmeht to the hec"F than thos e oh 5th cehtury amphoras"sucli as P 24HBr9 • clT"'
9 *

Haviaras' own com^'ent quo"ted above on the shape of his handles.
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Such real measurements as preservation allows to be taken of most of the Haviaras

pieces - width and thickness of the handles at the position of the stamp - show that"

the handles are relatively broad in section Irather than thick like for instance most

Chian and Rhodian)^ ihfy indicate also by variation s (see cata-

.. .. . ..k • . . ...

logue^ that the fragments come from jars of different sizes: cf. for instance the

I
- measurements of 36 and 37, two handles having the same stamp, «»-which the former is

a good deal smaller than the latter, fact that is very noticeable in photographs

that show the whole handles. Such are not illustrated for 36 and 37; but compare
A ^

1 with 4 and 25 with 27 in Pl.l, even though the differences here are less great.

An intentional marking of a minor difference in capacity between fractional con-

tainers has been suggested above for as contrasted with ^-24^ on an analogy

with similar differences in marking used to distinguish between fractional coins

of different denomJinations.

Two larger fragments found in Samos, bearing stamjas related to those on

/^>{
Haviaras handles, have projecting "mushroom" rims: see PI.4, finite stamp is shown

PI.2, ^)j and Pl.l, 1.^ (lion mask with name) where part of the overhang of the

broad rim can be seen above the stamp. The Haviaras handles may have com^from
^ amphorae that had similar overhanging rims, which would make an additional reason

; - • J
^ '

tfl A| -J .why their short taps are usually stamped somewhat on the outside of the curve

V A*' f'-- ^ *
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fact obsorved in many casos by Mrs. Potropoulakou in Syma. Tha position of tha^ stamp

is like that on a fragmantary amphora in Rhodas shovm hara as PI.4, 13; stamp

-ccJ^R amphora had a loose sort of context allowing a tentative data of ca,330-320

B.C. !:me .,\12. im TiM_---canvri

mp^^a\^^:i^rml^^or''''dat» '̂''̂ »t^^^.JlaA^^•t^^•c'a^t:J Nota that of thos

t—ahov.n with mushroom rims in PP. 4 have broadish short-topped handles^

t^ia^--gggh^aj;^B«^I^od< '̂'"'dcFtha hShdlrSs '̂STioW^ '̂̂ fi'Ti^t^ im-sra^fasom-4d1!fTr°"urppa^i'-a^ft^ar

<irrRA. a

In -a 13. thnin tha neck has a definite bottom, and **»« taper dovmward which

is a good deal more noticeable when one taxsM turns the nerck around through 90

J. degrees, because in attaching the handles the potter pressed together somewhat the

tops of the necks as seen in our photographs,

It is clear that amphoras with mushroom rim, broad short-topped handles, and

nocks tapering to a well-defined bottom, were made in Samos latish in the 4th

century B.C. It seems likely enough that the Haviaras amphoras were of this kind.

We have then the puzzle of the jar represented in Haviaras stamps.

j shown enlarged in PI.4, 10. Vfith its nock widening downward, XHd its widely sot

of!

and proportionally long handles, and^even sucl:^ Indication as thera is of the rim.

the depicted amphora looks more like tha late 5th centyry real amphora of PI .4, 5,

T
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,0 6-' 'j
hera oarH^d Samian for indapandont i^asoni^nna.-bn.lagX* than it ±D«x resambleB

•wa suppose

•what sasxix to ba the Samian shape of its owi period. The answer may vary well be

simply that, as in certain other cases, the amphora shape represented in a stamp

is of an earlier era than the amphora on which it is stamped.

No Samian stamps identify for us a 5th century amphora shape, but we are iratma

led to^search for dnaa by the fact that an amphora appears in certain Samian coins of

that period, for example, Pl,4, 6-Jif, Excavations in iiaai the late 19th century in

the cemetery wesjy of Tigani, on the terraces of the akropolia of the ancient

Samian capital, turned up numerous amphoras which were not in graves but were them-

selves probably used to contain the bodies of small infants. In the-re^er-t-oa these

excavations by J. Boehlau there is no illustration of the amphoras except for a

generalized^drawing which, it is stated, is »f the "usual shape" of those found 1^2,
n. 'i .v>'. -

there; it is rounder-bodied and shorter-necked than the jars depicted on the coins

Further on in the article there is a discussion of the amphoras^where it is stated

that they "correspond exactly" with those of which, as the author states, so many

were found in Daphnae and Naukratis. References given to finds at these places

aestn^ly cite drawings, by Petrie, of^two shapes^ rather different one from the other.

of which one resembles the globular jar in Boehlau's drawing but at a longer-necked

^ -f" ^i, (V. t-U •••"•stage, while the other has, with a shorter nook, a body that narrows from a high
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<//n

• / ^
.-vA/

: y broad shoulder over which the handles arch out, Petrie's drawings, while rather
V;

!_ rough, identify for us fairly well the shapes here represented in PI.4, 3 and 1,
i

/

i

-J-

amphoras respectively from the Athenian Agora, context of before ca, 490 B.C., and
J , . , ^

[Si^j Cr '
from Marion in Cyprus, context of early 6th century B.C.'^A number of approximations

I to PI, 4, 3, are known, including a second jar from the same deposit at the Agora,

two from early 5th century tomb groups in Marion, one from a late 6th century

context at Nymphaea on the Black Sea, One seen in Samos in 1958 is- illustrated

in PI,4, 4, Lost it bo thought that Boohlau's drawing was moroly schoraatic and did

not oorrospond with any roalr.ty, a fragment from tho Agora excavations, P 14694, has

a nock and handles just as short; wjf a round body

to fill it out as in Boohlau's sketch may bo restored by analogy with aa amphora

/•f

soon in g. shop in Pythagoreion in Do combo of whicji nock and handles are only

slightly longer. The Agora pioco IFig.l,^ comes from a context of tho first

third of tho 6th century B.C., i.e. perhaps as early as that of PI ,4, 1, It

seems quite possible that the drawn-in lovior bod^ as opposed to the round one is

not an indication of greater aga but of adjustment of capacity,^ s

itifj^nin hfflyr a<K£ha twQ^ There jis a series of fraot-

TbhaT"^rs orwhicK P1L,""4,^^^2 in Samos, is a little bit smaller than any others I

have seen. Most of these have rounder shoulders and a slightly fuller lower body

/jpX ,i y
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than PI. 4, 2; thes® incjluda tvro more photographed in Pythagoroion in Docsinber 1968^

and two found in Athens, of which onn from the North Slopsr of the Akropolis has boon

--published, while the other, from the Agora, has conjsoxt of the late 1th. or early 6th

!
; century B.C. A sixth, photographed in Kalyimos in 1956, has more the angular

" * " " ~

outline of PI.4, 2, but it is a size larger Iheight 0.50).

The complete amphoras I have seen in Samos as in Kalymnos are (mostly if hbt

_all) fisherman's trove, as shown by the marine deposit that adheres to them (see

about the neck of the jar P1.4, 2). In theory jars brought home by fishing boats -

to Samos need no more be Saiaian than Thasian or Rhodian sxxn or Chian, and amphoJTas

of all those classes, all encxnAsted from the sea, have indeed been seen in Samos.

However, its(is an observed fact, etc.)

4



which

is an observed fact i:BxaiiB±Hidt on the sites of ancient centers thai produced

commercial container^;^lt an unusual proportion of the jars brought in bjr local

fishermer, are of the local class. This was found to be noticeably true in.Kos, and

overwhelmingly true in Chios, where the fishermen's quarter used to bristle with

Chian amphoras before these jars acquired their present regrettable market value.

Perhaps some came from ancient dumping operations near the ports, "Naturally also
A

it was the local^shipping that most frequented the nearer waters, coming and going.

- and so most risked the local storms. It is therefore some oonfirraation of their

ident;ifioataon as Samian "thai; tiamaoloduuvyrtrd jars of a certain series have been

I

I

. relatively numerous in Samian houses.

; P1.4, 1-4, illustrate, then, tentatively identified Samian amphora shapes

1

, of about 600 B.C. (1,2), about 500 B.C. 13), and probably the early 5th century. The

, tsntitixa identification so far is based mainly on discovery of many aoparently

" i
1

^siisilar amphoras in excavations of a cemetery in SamosJ with some support from Samian
I

fishermen's nets, A closer look at jars of these shapes is needed to see what

features they may have that would isolate them as a series which can perhaps be

• followed to a later date, . ^
I 1

h- - '
Boehlau calls characteristic of the common typo of amphoras from his cemetery

(apart from the "pointed" bottom) a broad shoulder, relatively short neck, and
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broad handles sot close under the mouth. Add a disjiinct articulation of the nock

from the rim above and from the shoulder below: in our examples the nock narrows^

slightly doTOnnard and there is an offset at its bottom which folds upward over the

.' I and see fig. ' 3 ^ ;
'base of the neck in the Perserschutt jar P1.4, 3, and spreads from the neck over

'/ J I
V l^he start of the shoulder in the jars, of. fig. \ ,1 S^aiity^xiixKt;

A

h"
r-

Finally^ as to shape, in all the jars of these types that [l have been able to

examine since^ I know what to look for, the bottom is constructed in a way certainly
6.~v\--. c-., .0

uncommon in commercial containers, and so far as I know peculiar, to this series and
A

to earlier AJrtic containers; the interior of the body comes down to a place well

below the upper edge of the too as visible from the outside; it is as though the

•aIUL. j
I ( t

;tip of the body. a dimiim-Wve ringjsS^. See J'ig.i,
^ UT),.AA ^

In such jars as PI. im'̂ > 2, this scheme is particularly surprising;

one expects a solid foot to finish off such a narrow body, as in the later Thasian.

As it is, to knock off the foot must have been a convenient way of broaching the
se

i their feet.

relatively[little Samian, and in fact the two msxaxsixi*** complete jars in Athens are lacking
" ' -is I ' "

So far little or nothing has been daid about the day of any of the amphoras

discussed, save in the remarks, quoted at the beginning, of- Nikita Haviaras ^n the--

handles of hie collection. On these pieces Mrs. Petropoulakou's
impression concurred

in g.n,r.l .ith th, ooll.-tor', de.crlt.tion. the olay i, relatively fin, co.,par,d
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with that of othsr containor-amphoras; it is usually^red or reddish, soraetimed

or through most of the thickness of thehandd
quite dark red, sometimes brownish or grey^h at coi^; the surface is often buff _

'or yellowish; and mica i*xa3:3Iays ialways Tisible on a clean ancient surface, less ^

" harciamr '̂
so on breaks. For those I have examined, the Bonatoi handles of thi^^lass, I would

ancient

agree, adding that flaked surfaces (breaks more or less^parallel to the^surface) also

I show much mica.

Samian stamp types have identified this clay as local, and the plain viares

found in excavations in Samos have bean similarly described by Technau; he states

-i-that they have much mica but groat variation in color, "Die Struktur is nicht immor

deutlich schieferig, sondem oft dicht und fein," So it is hard to define, he says,

•i-J
L_but recognizable in the hand, T^hnau writes against the background of aws(-as!:taatpt_

inCO rtain

' J by Zahn to identify a,ware found at Priene (and at numerous other places) as that of
If

(y the Vaaa Saraia of the Latin authors^ mentioned earlier in this article. Experts on

"T pottery of the Roman period are now inclined to doubt that this ware was actually

; made in Samos, since relativgly little of it hai been found on the island, and a

^ Î
great deal in other places , - 1 would like to think there was something in the

identification, since it must have bean at the bottom of Madame Zeest's attribut
ion

-to Samos ("Gaily because of-its clay") of the jar from..Nymphaia,-14sted-&ho.ve-aB-,

similar to our PI.4, 3; her drawings of this jar show not only the general outline
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as in our PI.4, but also the hidden feature of the foot visible only in drawings

(our ig. ^ It -would be pleasant to think that the conpstent Samian potter

produced rod -ware for Roman banqueters after a look (at some Arretine these visitors

had broug'ht -with them; ha might have done it at the instance of Antony,_ to please

iCleopatra with something maybe provincial but pretty good for the country, for their

parties in Samos in 32 B.C.

In any case, the

: a>. »-

micacsous and usually reddish clay servos to disting-

-is^S
uish our series from other amphoras akin to it in shape, for instance certain early

K. ^

Corinthian (?) jars| These have again a disjiinctly articulated nock, a curbed flaring

rim, and a similar position and lift of the handles; but their clay is normally

greenish buff and virtually without mica. Noticeable mica should also set off

as non-Attio; and this is the more important because there seem to be re-

current similarities - borrowings? - between the series we take to bo Samian and the
(both of -which, furthe^ have .reddish clay.^

^ For instanbe~tho peculiar
,V^'*one we -take to bo Attio^ SiaxywsaiiKX foot described and again referred to above '

^ j beautifully exemplified "00ft'.^jar-r»x Hmph<
, A. 'L although •

Tbh-ewttny-BrC) y iOKt by the date of our^Pl. 4, 3, the bottom of the contemporary

seams to have

Attic(?) amphora Jjji* thickened so that there is little ot no dip of the inte

r -- I I.
Agora P 23833 -^early-

I nor

below the level of the top of the toe outside. The mushroom rim of the 4th century

Samian amphora^may well be-u-tfuTgliTI" iaatgf feature borrowed from the couroo.
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sinoo the devolopTiont of this rim from the 5th into the 4th century can be followed

in the Attic series. Here the

particularly helpful.

Ratuming to the amphorae and fragments of the early 6th to early 5th century

B.C. above attributed to Samos (P1.4, 1-4 and related pieces discussed), where I

know their clay, it is noticeably micaceous, with the single exception of the North

Slope published jar (see reference in note 46), ^In the case of pottery covered with

marine deposit, one usually cannot judge the clay.) Taking now into consideration

the details of shape observed in the group referred to, as well as the clay,

we may make a few guesses at other associations and further development.

Still at about 500 B.C. by their context, certain small angular jars have sug

gested themselves as fractional Samian of their period, first of all because of the

\A-0 •-oonfitruction of their rather emphatio feet'.^Fig*^ Of these^ 2080]^ is of notioe-
•>

ably micaceous clay, while(|̂ 8858jhaa little or no mica. The drawn-in lower body

may be a means of arriving at a particular capacity^ note the uneven thickness of

the walls, AK€B^5»«rticb4a;fe±6n''l^tfc«'̂ that '̂'rt^^^^9'')WSw^3wt '̂'>)e--'S^bwd''bj^^
^ VI- X. I, M

— 1 ' •

'•'I' /o*f -- - ^ «• 0., • iT. A
3light offsets below the rims, and lines more or less faint above the shoulders

, b v.-t-f-x, I
4-P--2^i6Qi4-matchos 4:E_24:S6«4 in having finger impressions at the base of the handles;

amphoras
these are the only ^srs mentioned in this article to show this feature. The two
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n {y^—N. published ±haxfBr±iiB:MiHg_.^^
,y small jg-rs, Yfith parallels from other contexifs, are,- sAMdz»^iHF--Ag<>rSgSTTt

, !

•\ Ar

KJ\r^ in

A ^'ly -

Beyond PI.4, 4 (and the slightly later amphora fnand in Cyprus , Mg,rion_Tomb 71j

cited in note ^)j a tentative step leads us to Fig.2, 1. Ehis- is a top combined -with

a bottom^ that seams to belong to it, both from a context of ca, 460-440 B.C.J the

body has been filled out from a photograph of an amphora' seen briefly in Eretria in

traces

1952 and not otherwise recorded. The micaceous clay and txaduz of light slip axa

oifi the fragments are the earlier amphora
^sufficiently like those o^Fl.4, 3 lF4g.l,4)j so are the grooves below the rim and

the taper downward of the neck. Note that the toe while narrower and less flaring

throughout Fig. 1j
retains the odd feature of the deeper interior^y^ A stage a little later -

'as Lx-aliUd) is represented by an amphora neck from a context dated ca, 450-425 B.C.

In shap® and olay this much reaomblea Fig .2, 1, but n®ck and handles are a._ littl®

j&€r . ^
-A

fV
¥

longer.

I am unable up to the present to point to any amphora or fragment in Samos _

itself that parallels this shape proposed for the mid fifth centujry. Some oonfirm'-

ation is afforded however/ by the amphoras depicted on the fifth century coins

already mentioned, cf. P1.4, 6-8, enlargements of three of these. I have ventured iai

here to rearrange the sequence of these types within Mr. Barren's framework; and

with bits provisional approval, to alter a little the- hating attributedi---Thus-«B(Aif±s
(&') , Vgo/vk --- . /tA

modified, the dates penp^ntiveLy of P1.4, nos. 6,7, and 8 would be §68 B tn
gr ^

.Sr i U• ^ and perhaps as late as 446 B.C.^ The amphoras in the
coins then follow



^
' i-'y- •!„ seems to have slightly concave QutMire.

j Consider niw this_ Fig.2, 2,. Agom P 18988 with context of the last Quarter of
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the usual 5th century development toward a sliirnier body and longer neck and handles

•a tendency noticed above as between two fragments of this series from two contexts"

of Y?hich one was a little later than the other. We can then compare the amphora

P1.4, 4 Y^ith the one represented in the coin P1.4, 6, and date the jar tentatively

a little earlier than the coin's date, called above 468 B.C. The slimmer longer-

necked and longer-handled shape Fig. 2,1 land its_ parallel, the jar seen in.-

Eretria)/ is more comparable with the amphora in the coin PI.4, 7, and the context

(ca. 460-440 B.C.)
of its part^goes well enough with the nev/ date attributed to the coin, considerig

an a

ing that pieces of a jar may be expected to belong with iia earlier part of ±±x

than a whmle jar.
context^ Note that at this stage the neck still narrows toward the body, and this

feature is more or less visible in the coin. An amphora found in Thasos, in con-
A

perhaps
j_text probably of the 5th century B.C., seems to have about the shape shOYm. in

and less rising
the coin P1.4, 8: as compared with Figure 2, 1, a heavier rim, longer handles.

A
the

I a neck that spreads to the shoulder, and a slimmer bodyj a photograph i have

'-.fihaws^ the cuffed outside of a toe that might be rather-like that of Pig,2, 2, i.e. it

\f\ \ ® century, of which a photograph is shown' in" fl.4, 5. This amphora hai been'

entered tentatively in the Samian series because of its cuffed toe, its rounded

fef?iiyxJ?yxs«wxXiEjilsatt3m«t3C3Mtx

'1
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body, by now rather narrow, its handles broad in section and without finger impressions

on their lower attachments, its neck articulated below (by a faint groove) although

j (rather than narrowing)
Jby now spreddingpto the shoulder; the lengthening of the neck, handles and
I- -----
jbody corresponds with the latish date in the ^h century B.C.. The clay of this

-amphora, however, while similar in color to preceding items-in the Samiah-(?)" series,

is virtually without mica. Of jars mentioned above of which the clay is known to me,'

only in AP 1491 (see note 4^) and perhaps in P 8858 (Fig.l, 3) is it as nearly non-

micaceous as in P 18988; note that both the other j&rs are fractionals. It may turn

_put that P 18988 was not axtaa*ii:y made in Samos, but belongs to a series somehow

seemed
related to the Samian. It should be recalled, however, that its shape aaams to be

- —

J closest to that represented in the Samian stamp, PI.4, 10^ although in^ the stamp the

handles are shown a bit longer in proportion.

Micaceous clay as well as the profile of the rim, also (aave for length, increasec]

at the later date) that of the handles, aesociate Fig.2, 1 rather with Fig.2, 3, a

sfeape made up of two fragments. Agora P 27530 and 27531, from a deposit again of the

64

-last quarter of the 5th century. The middle of this shape has been restored wi-th-

IS. - /
an eye to 9» an amphora apparently of afslightly later period, seen in

Samos in 1958. Nate especially in the^drawing, ®ig-.2, 3-, agajja^a cuffed t.oa.,.Jbui-

having now a slight flare, only a small depression underneath, and the interior

reaching to just below the. top of the cuff. Atoe like this, not quite
so
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•was found in the same deposit of the third quarter of the 5th century as the neck

i '*•

P-25426 I see above, with note_ which it greatly resembled in fabric. ixtMHfcxsB

Thus a sort of -
josyxgHsaJtxikJdbx* prototype of Fig.2, 3 existed as early as shortly after the middle of

the 5th century.

Characteristic of the developed form is the long spreading neck with a break in

its line, the offset easily visible in Fig.2, 3j also the elegant flaring rim, as well

1 1 ' iliilii
as the cuffed, slightly flaring toe. In addition to PI.4, 9, I have' seen a second

; / A

example in Samos ^in 1968). The class is uncommon; t'wo or tljree more fragments in

with marine deposit

late 5th century deposits at the Agora, a whole amphoray]in Kos, a -top and bottom

, - 65-
... , i from a wreck off Marathon, ijqcS two necks in Old Smyrna,.j-.j I...

' 1until we come to the one with the mushrocmi rim, discussed above in connection with

to propose
PI.4, 9, may carry us into the 4th century. I have no further shapey^as Samian

the Haviaras handles. . Since this kind of rim is characteristic of the 4th century

^ , << c? ^ ^

. ^ i shape thought to be Attic (cf. Amphoras, fig.42, right), probably it was in'troduced
fl> ) V L ' — ^
^ n " ^

; \f-- ' in Samos at least as early^as 365 B.C.,with the Athenian cleruchs. Deposits at the
r

i Athenian Agora of the mid 4th century and later Bontain many fragments with mush-

66

1room rians, including quite a number of which the clay is distinctly micaceous.

("• V t- i' \ •"'A
V W A / lY j" ' • A V-
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Complete amphorae of this stage of Samian development have not been available clean

for study, and I do not yet know the shape of the toe. I saw in December -1968 in

67

^yC/ ^X : Samos two jars may fit in here, but both were heavily encrusted. There seems

<r

. fair prospect that some fragments found in a wreck of the latter 4th century «a»-
>1

ma^__prove to be Samian, and that intact

•c - - ... - . -

cpecimens may be raised in the coming season. The bulk of the cargo was earliestAt - A ,

YX/Y •
~ teodiah.

In connection with Samian shapes of the late 5th to 4th century B.C., one

—- must mention the bronze coins of Samos with amphora as reverse type dated tenta-

i tively by Barron 412-405 B.C.; of. his text pp.73 (with note 16) and 99. See

- our PI. 4, 12, an example from a-diffswent die from that illustrated by-Barron,

pi. XVII, lower right comer; but both show an amphora with handles longer in pro-

1 portion even than those depicted in the stamp, PI.4, 10. I am unable at present to

c'̂ Ual nnn.match the amphora on these coins with an actual jar.

Further attention to history is indicated, if some day we are to give more

definition to the foregoing sketch of developments in the Samian amphora. The

what"

involvement with Athens in this commercial matter is somewhat different fhomAmight

(r«

perhaps be supposed, since it^^ clear that the contents of the Samian shipping

^ \
container were not wine but oil. The fact is announced on the coins (cf. P1.4, 7-8)

A

contrast the little olive branch with the bunch of grapes above the Chian amphora
A

on contemporary coins of Chios. The fame of Samian viine is somewhat older than

Byron, but it is not ancaent. There seems nothing to .indicate that wine proiuced
f I

in Samos in ancient times had any outside reputation, any export value. This is
. ^ t.. A">

of course not to say that the Samians did not drink wine or eat grg-pes, or^bottle

refreshments for their festivals as above suggested. But the product for which

thay had an outside market was oil. Samos is "olive-growing" to Anakreon.and to' ^

Aiswhylos in the Persians, and a special quality is attributed *» in the 4th century

produced
to oil gnsmt in the island.
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Any considerable import to Athens, another oil-exporting state, would be

surprising, and has not bean found. The short-necked jars of the early 6th century

lincluding Fog.l, 2) can have been settlers' effects of some of the^craftsmen

-invitod tro Athens by Solon. The round jar PI.4, 3 and others associated with it

are of a kind no doubt taken on as supplies by Darius' fleet when it assembled in

^ - iz
^ Samos; note that sev^n of these ships were captured after^vards at Marathon.

The fragments combined in Fig.2, 3 may come from jars that brought indemnity payments
K

from Samos, the collection of vihich was one of the provisions of an Athenian decree

j '/va / 4
^ - of 426/5 B.C. In the preserved part of a relief of coarse workmanship that crowns

4-
the stele on which this decree is carved, there seem to be represented,as in the

their toes in the air.

ibackground,two up-ended amphoras. If that is yfoat they are,.they must apparently
i ^
i

jbe jars like our Fig.2, 3, since there seem to be no others of the latter Stlfi century

which combine a relatively narrovj iower body with an unstommed but relatively tall

and flaring toe. It would seem pertinent to head the decree with the emptied

characteristic containers of thjBxdatiOTxstatax a debtor state provided for in the

"docreo,-«Tf3=tta6t even if the actual money did hot" travel in such c6htainorB";'"7(
i

Most of the Samian pieces identified so far in Athens could after all be

'"Trcnounted for by Bunt spenial accasions, if not^by-ordinary tiavel, -except perhaps--

for the more numerous mushroom-rim fragments of the middle and later 4th century.
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As for these, at this time Samian oil is not in competition with that grovjn in

Attika, but an augment to the home product.

Note that a parallel of sorts in Athens for v;hat we have found in Samos in the

latter 4th century is provided by certain liquid measures of which the handles! were

74

y ,y I stamped vjith Athenian coin typos. The shape of these vessels is not knoiiVn, only

<> •/ small fragments have Veen found; one v/ay in which they differed from those bearing

Samian coin types is that the Athenian jars were glazed on the interior. A gem ao.

75
' ^ , impression (very fine) has been published with the Athenian coin-type stamps.

-

—Lit was not found near the Tholos with the others, and the shape of the handlo was
\ V '

very different from that of the handles impressed with the coin types. Nevertheless

j^this small fragment may we 11^be from an Athenian amphora, and it comes from a good-

deposit of the third quarter of the 4th century in the Athenian Agora. It thus

adds,,as a gem or ring impression, something to an Athenian parallel for our

Haviaras Samian group.

In contrast with Athens, Greek Egypt must always have bean a market for olive

hi

"Oil, BO that vre find a piuduuL-Athenian^carrying a supply on his Sgyptian trip^tb""

76

cover local expenses. The Samian amphoras published from Naukratis and

-Daphnai laee above, note 42 ) are probably suf fieient-evidence- of-tra-da withr Samos-

in the 6th century B.C. More explicit is a papyros of 259 B.C. listing a shipment
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handles, the new shape resembles that of some Pontio amphoras, Pl 4 15

1.-5?
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77

iaf oil to Alexandria in Milesian and Simian jars (and half-jars). I have at

present no candidate for an amphora of Milotos of the 3rd centyry B.C., but offer ,

here one more picture of a possibly Samian shapo.,...8«ie.'^^,4, 15. The amphora the

r
oollector (js holding \is stamped on one handle, see 16, A diplicata of this

stamp has been added, 17, because on the preserved amphora, the

device is not vei*y clear. This stamp type is one of a series using the same device.
r-

0-3
the prow of a galley, with some ^ (as now known) different names, A few of the

:.L,- iJ-fV.
types are circular but most are squarish rectangles^with the name along two

[(occasionally three) sides, and the prow often tilting upward as here, as though

riding a choppy sea. The prow in this series does not markedly resemble that in

Haviaras stamps (Pl.l, 17-24) or that in the coins of Samos (Barron, p,6).

However there seems to be no other state so closely identified with as

Samos; the prow of the samaina was as Samian as the owl was Athenian, according to

78

Plutarch's story of the branding of captives. So with all due reserve i suggest
^

jars of this class as the keramia Samia and/or the hemikadia Samia of the shipment of

259 B.C. The shape is entirely new to the Samian series as above proposed, a series

which had usually bom some relation to the current Athenian shape (save in the late

5th - early 4th century). With its thick rolled rim sot close above long (and rather

. - .... .

rim IS ^
shows the only example of this class of which more than a piece of handle and ri,
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^-quA4e—pt75 s-i^ie
preserved. It seems yroiatiaia that if it id Samiein, and of the period of the ship-

mentj it is a hemikadion rather than a keramion, in which case the angular drawn-in

and

hody may once more be an adjustment of capacity, iHxada±siaxB*xa the unit jar

on our preserved stamped jar
had a much fuller, more rounded body. Unfortunatelyyywe again lack the toe. For the

clay of the stamped handles; it is red, reddish or brown, sometimes fired greyish at

the core; it is coarser than that of the earlier Samian (?) jars above identified,

and contains numerous white bits as well as mica in varying quantities. So far as can

be told by the naked eye,,I think this could be a fortified version of the clay of

the earlier jars. The foreign distribution of the known fragments is not unlike that

of the 6th century amphoras, that is, largely in Egypt and in the Black Sea area; but

^ , only a single stamped handle of the prow xaxin class, so far as I know, has been

V. t 80
found in Samos itself. It must be stated that the names known in these types have

•In • {W-
io "tM-S case the form is apparently different. For dating the group, we have very

- A' --

^ little context evidence, the best being at Tarsus and at the Athenian Agora, giving

^ T 82
^ terminus ante quem in the early 2nd century B.C. The letter forms of

^7

for instance the type of » Pl,4, 16 and 17 would I should suppose suggest a rather

earlier date.

only one correspondence ^
with the names on the coins listed by Barron, and even

81

On the whole, none of the evidence seems to exclude the proposed identification.
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The strongast point is undoubtedly the device, and the fhct that it vfould be natural

to label a new shape in a knoiivn series by something so generally/associated with the
^ - - - - -

producing st^te, on whose coins ths prow continued to appear through the 3rd century

and later. Ia-tho=-e€HBO~way, at an earlier period, a Chian coin-type identified a
A

83

new Chian shape.

J 1.V.69

' At this point, capacity studies are needed, and I regret I have no figures at

V^for any of the containers hero illustrated or for others like themj^ i{^^i\sjiou '̂\^
ly ['

I |fiisv^te/ln,Qr9^^me^-dBw^-^o'''Qvis.-'l^ve8ti^at£bn). In the text of the papyros of 259 B.C.

(see above), as it has been restored, there is reference to containers claimed to be

U I. *
>- : -4*f"of 18-choe capacity, but which the writer of the papyros reckons as actually 16-

choe jars. Even 16 is a large figure for the capacity of a Greek amphora. Ueing the

84

equivalent of the Attic chous, 3290 cc., 16 choos gives us 51,200 co., or over 14

gallons. The largest capacities of which I have record among jars at the Agora

Excavations are those of three jars found each to hold about 45 liters, or about 14

85

Attic choes; two have been illustrated. We have however records of an amphora

^ •>.{ cn-'-TO"'- ~

from the sea, now in the National uluseum, Athens, of which the measured capacity

shows that it would have taken 16 (Attic) choes. A comparison of photographs at

the same scale suggests a capacity possibly as great as that of the National Museum
--4
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jar for a roetorod amphora at the Agora, P 14179 (unpublishod). As this lattor

has a context of late 4th to early 3rd century B.C., and as its top is rather

_ K " " "" "

similar to that of the hemikadion U) in PI. , 15, it is worth considering

! among candidates to represent one of the 'l6-choo keramia of the papyros, and a

87

capacity measurement should some day be tried. Yfhoever investigates the text

of this papyros with relation to capacity figures of actual amphoras will no doubt

have in mind also the evidence for the Samian (?) linear standard as compared with

: the Athenian, the metric relief in Oxford in which, as it seems,"the Attic foot
K

has boon subsequently engraved alongside the embodied Samian fathom,"jj showing a

ratio of 7 Attic feet to the Samian fathom. o>r a 7 to 8 relationship betweens raXiO 01 ( AT;xig uu oa.iiu.au xawuuuta

88

Attic and Samian standards.
1/

•rrz"
So far as the present article is concerned, here the matter must rest, Samian

amphora stamps have been presented, see Pis, - , a series dated with good

probability in the latter 4th century B.C., the basic group perhaps soon after

328 B.C., while a few associated items may be of the end of the century (9-16, '

•2 T,
types with lion mask plus proper names). Some of the stamps in Pis, / and

are of interest from an ikonographical point of view, and some make their oontri-

bution to art history, I have investigated what may have been the dhape of the

amphoras on which ohese stamps wej^e impressed, and of earlier and

later amphoras produced by the Samians in the course of their history of many
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vicissitudes, while olive oil contihued to be carried abroad from Samos, The

chronology of this study of shapes has depended much on context of discovery of

jars and fragments from the Athenian Agora. The shapes presented in Figs. 1 and

2, and in PI. , retain interest whether or not all prove to have been made in

Samos.

Of these shapes, the latest illustrated returned us to the Haviaras family.

I

In PI. , 15, Demosthenes Haviaras sits in ifix outdoor study at his home in the

upper town of Syme. On the table beside him is Dumont's Inscriptions Ceramiques

lying
de Greoe; one can see its stiff back pages^open at PI.Under the table is

' U..n-r^L-t/Opossibly
a Rhodian amphora; perhaps the collector did not recognize it as such, since

•iv—
this^background Nikitas and Michael Haviaras went away to school in Samos,

-

whence the one brought back his unique group of Samian stamps hero presented.

PI. ,17 may remind us of what is owed to the other son, since it is pai-t of

in Alexandria j
the groat collectiony^of-trhfa.pupil Lucas Waki. Through the generations the

scholarly pursuit of these minor monuments has built up for us a coral island of

small but solid bite of fact. And in the meanwhile to addicts

A•- \ A ^
to provid^ a refuge for the attention in the midst of^ oppressive circum-

stances'̂ ^ ^ a-«-/ '
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Catalogu« of Saitiian Stampad Amphora Handles

?
UT.

In tha following catalogue, items from the Haviaras collection, which consti

tute the great majority, are cited by numbers preceded by X. See note 23 above.

jl owe descriptions and meaduroments of the Hjgcsciaras handles to Mrs, Hotropoulakou,

Measurement figures given are width by thickness of the handle (or for more frag

mentary pieces only one of these dimensions) taken at the yiasB point where it is

stamped, and given in fractions of a meter, A few inventory numbers of handles

jfound in the German excavations on Samos are citedj on t^se, see above, note 25,
iJi^ A '-> -2 /V /rx

qfe this ca^arl^ue haV8~oX^ly,ded nqrliandle-HaoTr''iiliougl^ to j3a>-6Amlan.

found. No doubt more will bo identified in the course of time.

Considered but not included this time was Agnxa 3S 11336 from Agora deposit

J 11 ; 1 (4th century to ca, 340 B,C,), This has two small stamps, one a mono

gram, the other apparently a lion mask in a rectangular frame, rwther resembling

and the lion has teeth(save that the frame is not beade^ the lion masks on certain XBiiiixxxfxtkaxiix

Samian coins of the late 6th century, of. Barren, pis, IV and V, Sjg±xxx±aiDX

jlaxsiiiBXX The clay of this handle contains fine particles of mica, but it is pale

buff all through, on the surface and on the breaks, which distinguishes it from

that of the handles listed below.

A, Handles stamped with Saiidan coin devices, 1-27, PI, I,
(V*

' iii
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1-4, impressions of probably the same die

¥

-.--J
I

-4

"1

~~~r
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Cat ~S-tamp^y'̂ ndlos/^

Handlos stamped -with ^nian coin devices, found in Samos, Kos, Polla in

Macedonia, Kaukratis, Memphis and in the Benachi collection, probably from Alex

andria. 1-27,
Aa.

1-4. impressions of probably the same die, forepart of bovibe animal rieht,
M. ' '

within a pi-shaped frame; the animal appears to have a hump; its right foreleg is

bent back; above the frame, letters? possibly.^JE- retrograde. 1-2, Benachi coll-

ection I of 1, dimensions 0,038 by 0.02, clay reddish buff with fine particles of

, V,, mica especially at surface, remains of cream slip, greyish cor^; ,3-^, Samos (X 442,
- -- - , "
I a dim example,

_________ I. 0.032 by 0.018, light red clay; X 443, 0.033 by 0.015, red clay; x^vis not illustratoc

; ^ -

^16, various types with lion mask, i.e. the skin of the head.

445

5,6, rectangular without letters. Samos IX 444, 0,041 by 0,02, fed clay, mica

on surface; X 446, 0,037 by 0,014, fine red clay).

j 7, circular without letters, Samos IX 484, 0,033 by 0,013, at surface buff

— with mica),

circular, possibly with HPA2 inscribed below the mask, Samos IHeraion I 841,

_ from the excavations of the German Archaeological Institute in Athens; 0,035 by 0.017,

^"otaneuUr with TIMS ! b,l„, th. «,k: Banachl coll.oti™^
. y' :

micaceous reddish buff clay, grey-buff~at core|
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12-16, rectangular with AIONY/zIKAEOYZ down left and across bottom of stamp

M2 and ^3,;
below the mask: ' Bonachi oollection^(M 28"07&5;MMXXXX?X 0.045 X 0,023; M 563, 0.046

j\

A

IVuo ,1 J

X 0.024; both of finely micaceous russet buff clay with a few white bits); "Naukrati^

. (Sritish Museum 1955, 9-20, 72, fine reddish buff clay, smooth surface)p '̂KoSj.±S

(no. 220 of a provisional inventory); 16, Pella (A 1743),

17-2^, various types with prow of ship.

17-19, with ZA above, and HPHZ below, and prcnv right; 17. Memphis. excavatAons

^f the University of Pennsylvania in about 1920 (29-71-56, M 1912; smallqi broad

liandle noarljr all preserved, height about 0.115; finely micaceous russet buff clay.

greyish at core); 18, W, Samos (X 491, 0.032 X 0.015, micaceous light red clay.

Surface yellowish; X 475, 0.030 X 0.014, dftrk red clay; identification of X 475

not quite certain);

below, and prow left;
^-21, with ZA above, no letters|l3jsckaacx Samos (X 474, width 0.03^ rBixBiayxgrsiyx

xjbcxnn. X 471, 0.034 X 0.013; both viith red clay grey at core)

22-^3,. with uncertain letters above and prow left; Samos (X 472, 0.034 X 0.02,

dark red clay with lighter surface, somewhat micaceous; X 499, 0.036 xTo.017, red

I olay) it is .not entirely certain that the two examples are from the same die)

I 24, without letters, prow left; Samos (X 473 , 0.035 X 0.02; dark Ted'clay,'

! surface buff)

^
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25-27, impressions of the same die, facing bust of Hera v;earing necklace.

- - - - - - - -

enclosed in pi-shaped frame, letters to right and loft reading, retrogeade, HP^ ;

25, 26,
Benachi collection, probably from Alexandria lof 25, dimensions 0.041 X 0.023the

handle bonds down abruptly after a very short top; micaceous russet buff clay.

I 0" I 444,
yellower at surface, light greyish at oory^; 27, Sambos (X £5 0.033 X 0.014, red

clay

1

all found in Sambs, "

and veil
28-29, impressions of the same die, cult statue, wearing polos, standing orr

raised -r'-
a^baso, holding from each hand/ a hanging knotted fillet with tassel- the lower

K '

part of the body is enclosed in a sort of sheath below the hem of which the feet

appear; on the body, no indication of drapery folds or of anatomical features.

_JLX„502, 0.037 X 0.019; X 501, 0.037 X 0.012; of both, rod clay with micaceous

cream surface)

ZO, female head right, turreted, with letter beta pressrved io below, left,

(X 493, thickness 0.02, dark rod clay)

^-33, ear of ^rain^with bee in upper right comer and in lower left comer.

Uncertain device upper loft (lower right comer never preserved), (X 457 , 0.038 X""

0.018,. iighixreixwiajRj X456, 0.035 X 0.02,- X458, 0.037 X 0.017; all three have

light red clay, and X457 is particularly short-topped)
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34, throo ears of grain, with bea. {X 488, 0,035 X 0.019, hard r«d olay with

littla mioa)

1 35, insact, baa? (X 450, 0,036 X 0,018, red clay).

-j— ^ ^ -
J 36, amphora, (X 482 , 0,034 X 0,015, olay brown at core, yellowish surface;

X481, 0,045 X 0,019, micaceous dark red clay) , f~<^ ^

impressions from two different dies,) red '

Pa.

39,^jug. IX 461, 0,031 X0,Ol8, micaceou^olay, brown at core. X462, 0,031

X 0,019, dark brown clay greyish at core).

^0, kantharos. (X 459, 036 X 018, dark red olay)

kantharos,with letters right and left, M retrograde? tX 460, *0,030 X

0,016, red olay)

^42, kantharos,with letters left and right,-AI ? iHeraion, I 653; large handle.

meanuremonts not available)

vase with lid (incense burner?), with possible letter alpha right,_lX_^503,

0,04 X 0,018, micaceous dark red clay)

-.-A 019
star, (X 494 , 0,042 X 0,919, brown clay with mica at surface)

45

44, unidentified device

46, unidentified device

'lay)

4fi - -
unidentified device

da.rk surface)

(X 480, 0,03 by 0,013)

(X 500, 0,037 by 0,016; dark red

(X 505, 0,044 by 0,018; red clay.

(see also below)

I ut 44,4^1 '̂̂ 4mpreEGions from different dies, letter alpha (X 496, 0,035 X0,014;

x«i:!Cs4ity?x»i*M«BHXxy«ii»wi*kx*MrfM«:5 X497, 0.036 X0,017; of both, hard red clay.

yellowish at surface with mica)

4.6, letter gamma, (X 495, 0,036 X 0,018, micaceous rod clay)

I ]AY (x'̂ 0,035 X0,013, yellowish clay with mica at surface)
e-j f,, J'-—impressions from two different dies,

4g', 49, monogram M * -

Kae igani, Samos, from
vations of the German Archaeologicalthickness 0,021, red clay; I 5m,xixtka

mushrd^ rim and .
/institute, top of jar with both handles preservedi oi^ly one stamped; preseiwed

TA \ /

height of fragmant, 0,017; '̂ine red pra^file of ^ (I 567), see PI, ,

/ \ no, ; this^^bject has been published, see W, Technau, op.cit,, p, 63, no, V4,
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I-^S

y^ , Impressions apparently from engraved rings. All from Samos, Haviaras collection.
A

54-56, Athena in fighting attitude, sithx facing right, with shield on left
/v\.r

shoulder ^nd lance ready in raised right hand (it appears to pars behind her head); tl

left arm is not seen, hence it is the outside of the snield that is shown; there is

little or no indication of the aegis, but the, garment clings to the body; "a swallow-

V, .XvcS" _
ta.iled wrap is worn over the shoulder, Ib-hrr"Boa®dey, Tba ^avy1i>opmeqt^of^A-l;^rc':>]^ack-

/

/X A A UnVho J^ath^fi^^c^Atheksf of 1ih«» .4th centuiy B.C.);
igti^eXlBerfceVy an^lW^geles-lQbr)^ p. 9&j^---~rn'̂ ^OTe--S'S^-s-d7harfc-^TIe^ st

/

standing, not striding, and there is a base-line below the feet. (X 467, 0,058 by

0.018, hard red clay, micaceous at surface; X'466, 0.037 by 0.018, red clay; X 487

0.037 by 0,017, hard red clay.)

seals
Mr. Boardinan gives us references to two gems with a similar subject: G.M.A. 8±Bid

Richter, Metropolitan Ttluseum of Art, Catalogue of Sreekx Engraved ^ems, Greek. HItru
scai

and RoTBan, Rome, 1956, pi,.XXV, no,143; and H. Hoffmann and P,H,Davidson, Greek Gold

Jewelry from the Age of Alexander. Mainz, 1965, p,257, fig,117, SMxxkxiw?xs»roM(Rdb*xy)

jdiiiixfBaKfcRBtexXgx He reisarks also on the fairly narrow bezel of the ring which

impressed 54-^ as an archaizing feature.

See also above, commentary text with footnotejS^l .gErm..V ^
^ ^ _ „

-O

3
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57, Pan (?), goat-h«adad, ai-parently waring a cloak, behind him a larg* thyrsos

•with ribbon bo-w and etrearaers. Ha seeTas to be sitting (on rough ground? on a ri-rer
•

(both -vis ible) .bank?) -with human knees dravm up, and shins that and in cloven hooves^ He seems to

jbo -working on something before him, possibly a reed or rceds\from -which he -will make

ihis syrinx, (X 452, 0.032 by 0.019, hard red clay)?

|_.W- ^
For Pan -with goat head and feet but human knees, cf. R. H#rbig, Pan, Frankfurt,

-1949, pl.IV-, 2-and 3, and text p,55, a bronze statuette from Olympia, dated after 430

_ - - - — ... - _ .

B.C. by Kunze; pl.XXXV, 1, the Pan Painter's Pan, cf. J.D.Beazley, Der Pan-Maler.
K, . ...

Berlin, 1931, pl.2. KHorbig's pl.VII, 1 and 3, sho-w figures entirely human except—%itat-

t|iey have cloven hooves. None of those figures is seated.

It should be stated that Mr. Boardman is dubious about what .is to be seen in

this stamp* he suggests that there nay be confusion due to a slip in the setting

of the stamp, or even a flaw in it.

....

6~^ / V
—1
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Berlin, 1931, pi.a. Professor Evelyn Harrison has called my attention to
the

wPans of the Niobid Painter, T.B.L. Y/ebster, Per Niobidemler. Leipzig, 1935,

pi. 15, of. text p. 18j these have horns on human heads and hooves bel
/ I ov?

human knees. Herbig's pi.VII, 1 and 3, show figures en;^irely human exceot

thj^t they have cloven hooves. Fone of these figures is seated.
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18.IX.69

smali image
64, 65, nude male figure before a^cult figara I?) indistinctly impressed.

\S-L

and incbmplotely preserved, to the right; the man's left hand is curled into a fist

and seems to hold something like the end of a cord; he looks up to v/here his right

his that his

hand is raised; *ka arched back suggests tks feet (not preserved) were braced

paunchiness

against a pull; the stoutness of the figure was perhaps for comic effect (X 470,

."v • ' • ' dark
> ^0.029 by 0.015, hard red clay, buff at surface; X 468, 0.033 by 0.016, h^rd _

• s

L,_^

I

I connected with the Samian festival Tonaia which we know from Menodotos of Samoa
[II. .iV-i''*- '

-|
j"- , 1.. '

red clay, buff at surface).

It is suggested (sec above, p. ) that this type illustrates the legend

i through Athenaios,

I

--L..

tv •

-rrr-

-rr

-V.

———-•* .tf' ' ••

'V-*-

•, a'

1 ^

.I'-fr.l
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Bsatod ^oraklos I?), apparently with club in front and walxax perhaps with

quiver behind his shoulderli 485, 0.033 by 0,014)^

JLX,. A ' l(^-^ • ! /• J '
•U~^

-JT " - - ——-A-.x£^^T«ingod figure^looking into a Chian amphora/^ (X 469, 0.035 by O.OlSj brown-

!clay, darker at surface) ,

JL / o® . ^ 0.040 6^^(V Biron (?) with head thrown back, in profile right^ "(X 449, b^M

\' M 0.015J joKx^xxx^xlxy:; X 448, 0.041 by 0.02; both, hard red clay).

/?

K cf' i \weight on right foot,^v: j ^Q} - -—front;perhaps
draped female figure, standing three-quariirs iafijs playing with a

' bird on the ground bdlow her right hand^^ (X 453 , 0.034 by 0,019, hard red clay;
!

!X 486, 0.034 by «xifi 0.016) f

-r — -
I

_-(o>} nude ^
®lderly^inale votary before a i)x±ai|^i* cult figure; hia left hand

r'

holds a cane (?), his right hand is raisod/in salutatic^bofore a harm or other

-^=^77t^-Yph3^itiv9 figure to the right: (X ¥68, O.OSS by"d;6r6,~h^>d ligp red cTay,~buff
"T^Vs-vr-^-f-, -

w X470, 0.029 by 0.015, hard dark red clay, buff at surface)
"

>• —-~.
. r-/yl g. 1

\ • / ' \ j ^

^ figure stooping (?) left. (X 441, 0.036 by 0.017j red clay
' ' "-s' ..

tA--' -'^ph a, little mica) ^ -
y - , • v*%

/y•• k ' .^4 •
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T. ^ •
-6^ uncertain figure, possibly a satyr facing loft. (X 465, 0.036 by 0.018.

J-ight rod clay)

bearded head wiih-hat-or--oronTO^-fa-&ing--PightT" (X 451, 0.032 by 0.017, hard

rod clay)

head right (X 463, 0.031 by 0.013, hard light red clay)

holmetod head I?) lefb, possibly xx^Xx with letters M below.

(X 454, 0.033 by 0.019, red clay)

"f-' >2--6^^', grape-cluster
•5. Cfci J

1X478, 0.031 by 0.016, rod clay; X 479,

thickness 0.014, light red at core, buff at surface)

V'., ;

•fp7 oomucopia I?) between uncertain devices. (X 455, 6.037 by 0.018, hard

red clay)

•4 m- foroleg
h-eg-d BHtf #»Miisor of lion, righr. Coin type of Knidbs. IX 447, "Q-.O^r

!

by 0.03l2, hard red clay)

>r
^ composite fruit U); the relative size of stem and globulwa suggests

something like a blackberry rather than a cluster of grapes. {X 483, mxith thick

ness/0.02, red clay, cream surface)
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-V

(X 464, 0.032 by 0.013; hard red clayunidentifiod text: VAramaarO-?^-

dark brovrei at surface)

monograra, perhaps of Hera. IX 477, 0.036 by 0.015)

^ vL^- X r

zrn
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) 4.XII.68 /

vQaialog««—trf- 'OTtphoist^and -^ragrtiB-nts- illustrai;*(tj4^^^

Pli rand Fig^l

Wltfc^C' in.-PI. 4--s.av"a"^ a) •

[!-^€

I Marion, Cyprus, Tomb 83, 3; see ?ns42g?x2 II, p.423, 3j of. p.417, fig.

- sharp but ^1181 (finds in situ); also ibid. pi. CXXX11.^183,3) for a larga phatograph,^ot in pro-

-filaj and sea SCE IV, 2, fig.LVII, no. 25 for an outline drawing. Tho amphora nns

early
Iassigned to tho second burial period of its tomb, called farly Cyoro-Archaic II, see

'SCB II, p.424, and the and of Cypro-Archaic I is dated "shortly after 570 B.C.",

Cyprus Museum in
Isee IV, 2, p.467. The jar is in th^Kicosia, and IxBwBxtiusxpiiBkBgrHptectB was phote-

1952

graphed for me in iS&t by the Department of Antiquities, by kindness of A.H.S. Megaw,

then Director of Antiquities.

Ht. 0.55 (see SCB II, p.423).

t- ^
c| dlr'=J»A Excavations, P24869, from^well deposit Q12 : 3(listed Agora X. p.

fr-

I cf. Hesperia XXIV, 1955, pp. 62-66;
|68; the deposit contained no figured ware later than 490 B.C.i ef. Agora XII,

^ S
X in press). Ht. diam. 0.37; handles 0.037 by 0.021, with ht. ca. 0.11.

^ j

tails of shape, see Fig. note slight-offset at base of ne»k, slight-taper of

now

De-

neck downward, finger impressions at the base of the handles, and the fact that the

inside of the bottom of the jar falls below the top of its foot as seen from the out

side. Clay pinkish buff, micaceous, with vestiges of a light slip (?) like a bloom.



- 2 -

Ths indido is smsar®d near th® mouth.

and photographed
J/. From th® sea l?)» seanjiin October 1958 in the iuoaxa of Angela Andounousou

h

(4.XII.6 8)

horn®

r
, , Tigani (now Pythagoroion), Samoa, where it had been in use for drinking water

^ ^ '• > '
"^-gss

for three years.Ht,0.589.^ Notedyjas having small

thin handles, a somewhat worn ring toe, and a graffito jepsilon?) at the canter of

the shoulder; it was said also to have had letters in paint, at first. Note in the

J I )
photograph slight offsets below the rim and probably near the base of the neck.

Ik. .

Pdd graffiti on amphora fragments in Samos, cf," Technau, p. 30, with fig.22,

—

\

/ Agora ExcayB±iqns\ I^^9 and b,\top of jar and toe of poesmbly the sane
^ ' - - r '̂̂ he contoiSs of which are"^"~V' x

\ ^still coftsidored to date en, 460-440 B.C,x
jar, from well deposir^N 7 : 3^^ The gnaij|) pottery from this well as a whole

, description and illustr.; has been published by C. Boulter, see Hesperia XXII. 1953, pp. 59-115; for^ 2198^

ibid.

u^'-'

Grace apud Boulter,Ap. 108 ^d pi. 40, no. IS-^d for a drawing of the toe, p.l03^

fig.5. Handles, 0.042 by 0.019 and\0.044 by 0.018; ht./^, ca. 0.125.



I

' ^ -3-
For de'ba.ils of fho "bop and "too of "bhis Jar, and for a "ben'ba'biva general

Q res"bora"bion, see Pig. 1. The shape as dra'vm has been sugges"bed by 'bha'b of an

v:Ifrom the sea, corered -with marine deposit)
amphor^photographed in 1952 in the storage of the museum of Eretria in

(Unfortunately this Jar "v/as not measured at the time it "was photographed, and, its zdb

storage having since bean clWngQd, I have not yet succeeded in locating it.)
N ote

"H

in S d grooves below the rim, t\e taper downward of the neck, the fact that the "ins ide

of the bottom of the Jar (as in b)'falls below the top of the foot as seen from the oufi

part ofside. (A slight a indentation followsy>^he line of the base of the heck.

on

BSXt8SX3)3txx not shown.) There are no finger impressions x± the lower attachments of
\

the handles. The clay^is very much like that of b.

IAgora Excavations P 18988, from Ag well deposit C 19 : 9, filling da-ced

eft 0.039
\ ca. 425-400 B.C., cf. Agora XII. Ht. 0.691; diam. 0.334; handles 832 and 0.042

by 0.02, with ht. ca. 0,16. Details of Shape, see Fig. 1 ; note a slight offset at

xt the base of the neck (which does not -taper downward); no finger impressions aii the

lower attachments of the handles.

(Iof d, and I suggest that here^lso the ins
A / •

the outside, but the ins^e bottom is not

./.v..

ar-like toe resefmSTbs on the outside that

4.,
as seen

:ha collar on

A
de dippedyoelow thfe top ofy

ble, havind beenyaillad with plaster.

The reddish clay has white bits, as in^; but very little mica, 1. •.

r'U-^K A Lr- L-\-Ci o ,



Jtm Reverse of silver coin of Samos, triheaiobol, Barron, plJCVI, no.4b; of,
^ 1 /

- 4 -

y
in Oxford

j„ibid., _ .
' cabaiogue p. 198j and texb, p«71. 4^2• 3 ; 1.

triheaiobol,
Rev-erse of silver coin of Samos in the BRitiSH Museum,f\see British Museum

^ j

Catalogue, Ionia, pi. XXXV, no.9, and of. Barron, p.198, no.Sa^
cs/j~TUr^ ^ ^ ^ ^

-3- ; ^. ' - -3

1 T~ (T^ (j, /
t'Y T

iy^-1 (3 _ c.. v£ -u-' J ^—O^—ii. Reverse of bronze coin of Samos in tSTu LDi-rtBijf!I,1uilbmi«^

, XV r -y Yl.
QwUrHJguo.,-.1OHBarron, pi. XVH,- -lewe]

LyA.\P ^i "-'Y - there''
-/X .^-BadnEot^,--ppl^-?5-afl^ j

(, z.'

} da^i '̂prof ; 1.

.:u~

3

cf.

/o vVo «

Stamp on handle of Samian (?) amphora, Bj^aaS* impressed on 36 of the fore-
A-i

> I going catalogue/ of stamped handles, \vhich see for description. 2 : 1.
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11 SaniOB , I 567 from excamtions

Kastro, Tigani, Sas.^JJfJxS8;g}ftX8X*a*Sl5S»SiX of the German Archaeological
AV/V

Institute before 1929. /One handle bears a monogram stamp, which is 53 of our

catalogue of Samian stamped handles, illustrated in PI. 2, Preserved ht. of frag-

Note mushroom riin,
ment, 0,017. A]&ather short-topped handles, slight taper of neck toward shoulderi

Fine red clay.
J

i ]/, Fragmentary amphora found in.Rhodes in 1964; temporary inventory number,
/V-- /\

A

(]y^ ^ (AaL<i
\.

building operations-iir—fj .

_M2-493-.--Preserved ht. -0.. 725; diam. 0.492; handles-0-.-Q44Jby-0-.Q22... .Note mushroom

rim, very short-topped handles, taper of neck toward shoulder. Clay yellowish at

()-r
surface. One handle bears a stamp of oval shape as from an engraved ring; it is

A

A,

Is;A. —• Q.
; iae=^otopfra ph nr -wlfs i I nbAe .perhaps a head

J I ty ^
^ y^' Amphora with prow stamp in the" collection of Demosthenes Haviaras in Syme,

-/S-t C k

A-

The collector holds his amphora. Photograph taken before 1922. Of the amphora
A - -

preserved ht. 0.777; diam. 0.35. One handle bears a stamp with prow dnvioe; see

—

Stamp on handle of HAY^/lMA around prow.

If of^^ on a handle in .the BenadJ;^-collection, Alexandria ISam ABC 7

'y '" '
in which the device is more fully impressed.

r - \

P/

A
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)

31.1,70
f I

^ - --^Pv—^ —-
}ocurn»ni:ation of itema .in PI. > araphoras and anphora fragments tentatively

identified as illustrating the Samian container shape from the early 6th to the

3rd century B.C.; also aipighoras reprasent||bad in Samian coins the 5th century

B.C. (nos. 6,7,8^ and^S), and in a Samian stamp/ (no.10). Note that nos. 2, 4,
i 11

9^®re photographed in Samos. i -

1. Marion, Cyprus, Tomb 83, 3; ^ II, p.423, 3; cf.p.417, fig.181 (finds

in situ); also ibid., pl.CXXXII (83,3) for a large photogmph, sharp but the jar

is not in profile; and see SCB IV.2. fig.LVII, no.25, for an outline draming. The

amphora is assigned to the second burial period of its tomb, called early Cypro-

Archaic II, see SCE II, p.424, and the end of Cypro-Archaio I is dated "shortly after

570,B.C.','" see IV, 2, p.467. The jar is in the Cyprds Museum in Nicosia, and
nas

photographed for me by the Department of Antiquities, by kindness of A.H.S. Mogatf,

then Director of Antiquities.

Ht. 0.55 (see ^ II, p.423).

1 , .n December 1968 in Pythagoredon (Tigani)2, iram. the sea, sean and photographe^^at the home of Katina Gerani,i*xftw«m3Mmj

ISfifixxi* who^sold it to me at a generously low price ±s so that it could be given

fPt Cu. .1 (sr.-.. U. iu ..,1-1
to the museum of Pythagoreion, where it now is. ^Ht. 0.434; diam. 0.27; of dtiesxhswtie

the handles, width by thickness 0.032 X 0.019, 0.031 X 0.017» height 0.07, 0.075.
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X->0^

b3

On the amphora ttzsg itself, though not in the photograph,
An offset is clear at the base of the neck; the body inside comes doim below the uppw

edge of the toe as seen from the outside,

•' !l

3, Agora Excavations, P 24869, from the lowest part of well deposit Q 12 : 3

(of. H.A.Thompson, Hesperia XXIY, 1955, pp.62-66, preliminary notice on the well;

it contained no figured pottery later than 490 B.C., according to the listing in

0.56;
Agora XII). Ht. diam. 0.37; handles 0.037 X 0.021, with ht, ca. 0,11. For

details of shape, see Fig. 2, 4; note grooves below ±km rim, slight offset at base

of neck, slight taper of neck downward, finger impressions at base of handles, and the

fact that the indide of the botrtom of the jar falls below the top of its foot as

seen from the outside. Clay pinkish buff, micaceous, with vestiges of a light slip(?)

like a bloom. The inside is smeared near the mouth.

•/lyf •IT • 1 11 I

-r-.-rr*

.•v; * X:

ll

—
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:̂ if^"iJ^-^-^Jj >^4
illustrated). See above, note 62. I am obliged to Mr. M.J.Price for the photograph.

-~3- : 1. - - - -

8. Cast of reverse of silver ooin of Samos in Berlin, trihemiobol, Barron, pi.

XVI, 2a. Of. ibid., catalogue p.198 and text, p.71. See above, note 62. I am

obliged to Mr. Barron for the photograph. 3 ; 1.

in Tigani (now Pythagoreion)9. ^rom the sea, seen and photographed in October 1958^at the home of Ourania

Bouza .isxXigKslxd^HBxxfythxgxxaixK:;^

" iPig* 3, 3; the development of certain features, e.g. the slightly longer and more

tksagluc
Ht. 0.74. For details of shape of a similar jar (or parts of two such), see

H-.

" +

.1.
\

T.r- Hcurving handles, and the slightly longer and more flaring tos, suggest that PI. , 9,
• -

is ai a little later than Fig. 3, 3.
I ^

^

1

J 10. Stamp on handle of Samian (?) amphora, impressed on 36 of the foregoing

catalogue of stamped handles, which see for description. 2 ; 1.

Kastro, Tigani (now Pythagoreion), I 567 from excavations of the %rman

Archaeological Institute before 1929.

. : Preserved ht. of fragment, ^017; of handle to the left, width by thhclmesfi
i

^ 0.022, and ht. ca. 0.1351 (handle to the right, which had been glued in

0"^ of P^aeo in December 1968.), Note mushroom rim, neok that tapers

,1th the .h.„ld.r, .hort-t,pp.a, nm-ri.ing

1
-it
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handles that draw in a bit below, i.e. they are fairly parallel to the neck.

I

Clay fine, dark reddisjj buff, with some white bits, and a little mica on visible

patches of the surface. Stamped on one handle (the one now preserved), on the

(s5^e -Pl-jr'7 )
outside of the curve, with a^jnbnogram stamp, which 4s SS^of oujf catalogue of Samian

•cat^dogue text for reference
stamped handles', eee kixxii:$xxJjixfxfx!XXX*fMxnuEa to a wevious publietffTOT of the

stamp.

12. Obverse of bronze coin of Samoa in the British Museum, Sir H. Weber Coll,

6308, cf, Barren, p, 73, note 16,/^a list of examples of this series, another of whioh
. this coin, and tx

(Paris 2369/, he tells me) to the Tr, of the Br, M, for permission to p,
he illustrates in his pi, XVIX, lower right hand comer, i am obligedito Mr, M,J,

Price for the photograph. 3 ; 1.

. -4-.

T
Rhodes, Archaeological Service, tempojrary inventory number M2 493,

found in building operations in the city of Rhodes in 1964,
A

I Preserved ht. (a little more than shows in PI. , but the bohtom is missing),

0,725, diam, 0.492; hgndles 0,044 X0,022. Note mushroom rim, very short-topped

handles, taper of neck toeard shoulder. Clay yellowish at surface.

14. Impression as from an engraved ring cm one handle of IS, set on the out

facingBide of the curve. Represented is perhaps a^head; much of the surface of the stamp

to to .rodod. I „ jroatly oblljod to Mr. Koo.tanttoopoulo. for hating thl. ^ :
y ^ \ J
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j • ( /footnotes to S A M I A N article

8.1.69 I '(o1^

^ H"
NIKITA A. XABIAPAZ, "ENZ^PATIZTOI AABAI APXA.I2N ZAMIAK2N AlMOPSfflJ," MIKPAZIATI-

N f^O N
KO^ HMEPOnoX 1911, pp. 3-6.

A

2 • '
— See Year Book of the American PhiloBophical Society for 1959 (1960). p.475;

£xancgX3SKKXMxyxx(fxiaa±8kx:sa3i 1
ibid, for 19641^11965), pp. 518-522; ArchaaoloRy 19, 1966, pp.2^06-2^8; there are

further notes in

.• .n

nf,.c,ba^)t»r--14^^-Exploration
'' P ^ A, .'.1 /'7-P^ / „ / ' 1 - - I- » A-.

ArcheoloRiqua de Belos, Vol.27, L'llot de la liaison des Comedians,-.n'-'-w in—f^rrs-s"- I

r
" pN • Ir-T'i : ^ ^ ^ /-<' /

^ a"

^

i--<3:rP|o-•--^rr^r^r::^ ^ 1

. .

—lr:l«4.4A^
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footnotas - 5 , redone 26.VIII.69

X f
>r

jO and pp. 146-147 on the hanging fillets of Asiatic goddesses. For a gem with the

/ / J
A / figure':of the Ephesian,/ sea H. Thiersch, Artemis Ephesia, Berlin 1935, pi. XLVII.

La Statuaire Archaique at Classi^ua, Liege, 1949, pp.176-192, on Artemis of Spheeos;

-I.

V!'

J

;For a similar figure identified as Artemis Leukophryene, of. British Museum Catalogue

Mrs/i Petropoulakou has called my att. to
"Of Coins, Ionia, pi.19, no.5 (coin of Magnesia after 190 B.C.).y '̂'̂ ^ comment

on the type of the Oriental goddess^ in connection with a new acquisition in the

7— " -
-^-7- Boston Museum qf Fine Arts, see (|̂ .-Vermeule> / in The Classical Journal, 65, 1967,-

pp.58-59, and p.56, fig.8,

I-owe myj acquaintance with Lacroix^s book, along with iwBSjpaBfchsi suggestions
? A '

raa

- - _ ^ t, - -

!, to Professor Evelyn B. Harrison. She is not responsible

for any unattributed opini^s in this article.

14

See British Museum Catalogue Ionia, pi. 37, 2 (of. Head-Hill, pl.48, 16),

period of Commodus^

15 / 7-,
This was one/og'^Profee^or Harrison's s\jggSSftJLons,

( • ;

On garments worn by the

Samian goddess, see C, liiohel, Recueil d'inscriptions grecques. Brussels 1900,

;p.678, no. 832, an inventory of the temple of Hera, dated 346/5 B.C. (by an archon

in Samos and by the Athenian archon Archias), I owe the reference to Profes
sor

Henry S. Robinson.
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Anabasis, T, 3, 12.

footnotes - 5bis
I. if*!

f">? ys y
/ Cf. Head-Hill, pi. 20, 54, of. text, p. 36 iSalanis, Cyprus, 351-332 B.C.);

pi. 28, 17, cf. text, p. 51 (the same city, 331-310 B.C.); pi.34, 30, cf. text, pp.

-60-61 l-Sinopo-, 220-183-B.C.); pl.34, 34^ cf. text p. 61- (Marathos,--P-hoenicia, -279-B-.^

pi.40, 15, cf. text J). 72 ISmyma, 190-133 B.C.).
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On these various devices see Barren's index under symbols and types.

:U.

0

Ghinavjaro actually from China was commonly stocked in gsxax General Stores

Middle ifostem America sixty years ago, as I^have been informed by whoin

\ remembers (as a child i>laying with the'-^-1

On "Vasa Samia," see 'F.O.WaagefAntiquity XI, 1957,_ pi).46-55; n^mer^ous pas^^^^

from Latin authors are assembled on pp.54-55. Cf, M, Rostovtzo^f, -SSi^, Oxford"

1841^^jsiiiXS, note 66, for flurther references; also H. Goldman and ^thers. Tarsus I,
--xL^rr^hl'y

'Princeton 1950, pp.186-187 IF.F.Jones), These publications are partly concamed

with the possibility of identifying an archaeologically known ware with the "Samian"

of the Romans. On this question, see further below, note

Mr. Boardman writes U.X1I.68); "I would expect that they wore all impressed

by metal finger rings. This se-ras the usual practice on, for instance, loomweights,

and the fact that you Heom never to have trace of the hoop at each end would be

j. explained by the date, since by then the hoop usually runs straight back from the

bezel. . . For the sort of rings, slightly earlier, see Olynthos X, pi.s 26-37." -

The rings there illustrated are mostly of bronze. Comments by Mr. Boardman on

Zindividual items here are Uj be fuuad in the catalogue as well as in the
K

"1
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footnotes - 7

geiiaral coTtir,iantary above. Ha is not to be held responsible for any of my actual

text, which he v/ill not have read.

'<3 /
See Head-Hill, yxSixwad pi.28, no.19, a coin struck by Ptolemy Soter,^ as

> r <L\ > *
j ruler of Bgypt, between 311 and 305 B.C. (-oA, text, p.51).

! rS.^. -r^ ^--.i- . ••will-I ^ ^ ^̂

^ ~ < S"^ 'p?!
«k>

<Sppp<5-o"r-"-x-r

X 476, with circular stamp, diam. ca. fcixxBx 0.017, "with"traces of a wreath

part of a— ^C-V AW SJ i Ck' (?) round outer part; X489,y^rectangular stamp, with part of aprow (?); X490,

!_part of_a circular (?) stamp, with monogram (?); X 506, small part of circular —

stamp. X 507 is a xlmxiKX handle found with the rest, but which is unstamped.
m-

-X 476, with wreath (?), may bo compared with Agora SS 10912, which has a circular

sta^p witn wreath «ound the outer part and an uncertain device in the middle. Though

- of about the saara size, the stamps do not appear to come from the same die. SS 10912

which comes from a distwrbod latter 4th century deposit, by its fabric is possibly

^ also Samian; see further below, on shapes of Samian amphoras.

The two Rhodian are X 508, with illegible rectangular stamp, and X 509 which

has the readinglAfA0APAi3Y/caduceuB right (restored from rubbings of bette
>r examples

in the WAi collection in Alexandria^ j for a published example of probably
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footnotes - 8

J
the same type, see M, P. Nilsson, Timbres Amphotiques de Lindos, Copenhagen, 1909,

p. 349, no.4, 1), SkixxfaJoriBajii rhiovm handles endorsed by this fabricant are few.

504

datable in the 2nd centuiry B.C., not early. X of unknown origin, reads perhaps

APXH (0.044 by 0.023; buff clay red at core, having small black bits). Note that

states that he
wo found no Knidian in this collection, although Haviaras s«jcRS (see above)

discovered "two or three". In general to reconcile our findings with his reference

to "all 63 Handles" j^ain see his quoted text): Mrs, Petroponlakou gave numbers

^ following the series given in 1957 to a part of the collection of Demosthenes

Haviaras, so that Nikitas Haviaras' handles are X (for XaJoiBcrax XABIAPAZ) 441-509,

or 69 handles. If we omit X 504, 508 and 509 (the non-Samian listed in this note),

also 2 or 3 listed in note 21 as having little or no stamp, and/or possibly our 51,

wo are in agreement as to the number of Samian in the collection, fact which has some

importance for iciasxgxxH|»cxagardad definite identification of the group.

-A
---— •

j ^
Note that the Pythagoreion referred to by Haviaras at the end of his article

* VvX'-^ ) j)
not the town (which was not so named in his day) but the Gymnasion (secondary

school) of this name, which was, and still is, in Vathy, the present-day capital of

the island.
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footnotes - 9 \ -^z

/

2^ from both sites together
'^.Composition of the amphora stamps th-ough 1957:

Samian, 4 (8, 10-11, 42, 53): later Samian (?), 1 S?see below, note ): Khodian, 590:
"' ^ - - ' i

of which 2 are uncertaiiy^:
Koan, 21j Knidian, 9j Zonon Group, S^tsf. Hesperia XXXirT 196'3, yyi p.331 with note

' ^ 579~

25); Ghian, 4 (of which one is from a lagynos); Sinopoan, 1 (I 566 plus 5®9, neck~

mth 2 stamped hahd5.os ," of Grakov's earliest periiod) ; Tariannand Thasian, i-oaoh;-

A few more may be transferred from
Roman (Latin), 1; unclassified, 62; total, 500. JffliaxsffaizhaSfxeafziluizStuseliaRziBSosg

I " • " " ^ '"^1 - - - -
I the "unclassified" to the Samian, from their general appearance I 861, 904, 935.
y txz^hBzaozijjrz^sxixdx bafsra znsKthzxbagaxzicsx bxzxameit zxoxbhedtxaxsoepk miHmpTnrtraHmnTingiriinTrtmrig

)(fee
<hA-

imr^taUssawr-hstlf -of the Rhodian belong to the early period- beforeVmctithB- began to-

— - .... ._ -CfT- ^ S'
bo named on Rhodian amphoras, i.e. before ca. 275 B.C. according to my present belief.

\r4i£»=''W2 B.C.
P-Trado relations iwo re no doubt affected by^ the previous hospitality of Rhodians to

time K v'

/V

Saraians during their fHSxisi of exile (Maiuri, Nuova Silloge Spigrafica di Rodi e Cos.

Firenze, 1925, pp.3-4, no.l; of. Killer in Pauly-W. p.778). Rhodian stamped

•othe wfioe (s T"j.. ,
handles of this period are relatively uncommon^savo in Rhodes itself and in Slexsndfia.

The above figures are based on records made in Samos in 1958, with permission and

"much facilitation from Df, Busohoi; and from Dr. Barbara Philippaki fnn the-frreote

.1. .ife. .
Archaeological Service. A total of 30 handles from the two sites in Samoa had been

included by W. Technau in his article^ "Griechische Kerarjiik im Saaischen Keralon,'

! Ath.Mitth. LIV, 1929, pp.6-64, see especially pp. . inventormes of the handles
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footnotes - 10

from both sites were made after this publication, I believe in 1959, by W, Wredo for

the finds in Tigani and by F. Willemsen for those from the Heraion (as I- was informed

by Dr. Busohor in 1958), Numbered in the Inschriften series of the site, the stamps

. to record the earlier finds and also

in the tvjo inventories are I 501-640 and I 641-862, In 1958 we v/ere authorized .to

^ A

continue the "I" series (now no longer used for inscriptions) to cover the accumu-

, again from both sites,„latior^through the finds of 1957, I 863-1006, The total should be 506 instead of_

500 in the analysis,at the beginning of this note; but in fact following wartime

sr'
handles

disturbance of the Heraion storeroom v/e were unable to identify some 30 of the stasqcax

inventoried from that sit®, / Vftiere readings could be made (from Dr, Willemsen's

I careful draviings) the missing items have been included in our figures, but there

remains a small residue.

I-.
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25

Composition of the amphora stamps from both sites together through 1957:

Samian, 4 1,8, lOj^ll, 42, 53); later Sandan (l), 1 Uee below, note 80, mention

of I 933); Rhodian, 390; Koan, 21; Knidian, 9; Zenon Group, 6 of which 2 are

uncertain (cf. ^esperia, XXXII, 19b3, p.331 with note 25); Chian, 4 iof which 1

is from a lagynos); Sinopean, 1 U 5b6 plus 579, neck with 2 stamped handles, of

Grakov's earliest period); I'arian and Thasian, 1 each; Roman ^Latin), 1; unclass

ified, 62; total, 500, A few more may be transferred from the "unclassified" to

the Sasdan, e.g. from their general appearance I 861, 934, 935,

A largo proportion labout 55 per cent) of the Rhodian belong to the early

period before months began to be named on Rhodian amphoras, i.e. before sa* 275

B,G, according to ny present belief, cf, Delos 27 ^se0 above, note 2), pp, 291-

293, Trade relations following 322 B,C, were no doubt affected by the previous

hospitality of Rhodians to Samians during the time of exile of these latter (of.

A, Maiuri, Nuova Silloge Bpigrafioa dfc Rodi e Cos, Pirenze, 1925, pp, 3-4, no, 1;

cf. Killer, the article "Rhodes", in Pauly-Wissowa, Supplementband V, Stuttgart,

1931, p. 778). Rhodian stamped handles of this period are relatively uncommon at

other sites save in Rhodes itself and in Alexandria,

It should be also that the number of Koan in Samoa, although far fewer t

than the Rhodian, ie still relg^tively large: at 4 and l/5 per cent of the total,
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^note 25)

it is 4 times, or more, the percentage in either Athens or Alexandria, and 40

times the percentage in Rhodes, apparently. Of, Grace 1960, pp,473-474, on

figures for Koan at various sites. An inscription records also a Koan citizen

as benefactor to the Samians in exile, cf. M. Schede, Ath. Mitt., XLIV, 1919, ^

p. 5, / F.^ For other benefactors mentioned in inscriptions, cf. below, jaataxSSx

notes 28 ^on a Magnesian) and 38 ^on a iviacedonian).

The figures given for stamped handles Samos are based on records made

there in 1958, with permission and much facilitation from Dr. Buschor, and from

! Dr. Barbara Philippaki for the Greek Archaeological bervico.^^A total of 30 handles

A,, f
actually from-tfa^twQ sites in Samos ^despite the title of %he publication) had

been included by W. Technau in his article, "Griechischo Keramik im Samischen

A /- i/ S ^ -C3>'heraion," Ath. Mitt., LIV, 1929, pp. 6-b4, see especially pp. 58,—^f. ^It is

/- Jfrv-* Vcurious that Rostovtseff/ op. oit.'(in i^note 19^,p. i486, asdsx note 9";^ remarks
Technau's

that jfckx* publication reports a "large admixture of Sinopian handles". In fact,

Technau lists^p. 60 under 11^ SinopeJ) only the single piece^I 566 plus 579 mentioned

at the beginning of this note.) Inventories of the handles from both sites were

made after this publication, I believe in 1939, by iff. Wrede for the finds in Tigani

and by F. Willemsen for those from the Horaion (as Xwas informed by Dr. Buschor

•t. f-
p 1958). Numbered in the Inschriften series of the site, the stamps in the two
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/n on

The figures giTen for sta/ipedihandles k± Samos are based on records made there
I

in 1958 with permission an/ much'facilitation fromlpr, Buschor, and from Dr.
/ f /'•

Barbara Philippaki for tie Greek Arcbeieological Service.

SlaBxraB»rdi:«5x±x

remains a small residue. For identifying, marking, and recording the handles on

Samos in 1958, an operation that included the photographing of about 200 items.

the undersigned was aided by Itoria Sawatianou Uf. note 3) and also by Andreas

Dimoulinis. I take this occasion to thank Mr. Dimoulinis not only for his full

injsamos thatV
Shaee of our rather heroic work-period of 4anT i/c aays^at'time, but also

for much else he has contributed to this article, from statistical studies toward

and

its preparationjtBXBliBskiKgxBfxtJaHXBiKKiiKBxiyiixxtxBifx the original profiles from

which the drawings in Figures 2 and 3 were made, to many checks in the final

manuscript!

Unfortunately there has nit been time to make the records necet^sary for a /

fully up to data statement on stamped handres found in Samos. But by the kindness

of Professor Jantzen, I have been able, in a short visit late in 1968^ to look

at

through more recent finds in Pythagoreion (Tigani) and to see that here i^ any
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ITigani) iHeraion)
inventories are respectively I 501-640 and I 641-862^, In 1958 vre were authorized

\j

to record the earlier finds and also to continue the "I" series (now no longer used

for inscriptions) to cover the accuniulation, again from both sites, through the

finds of 1957,1 863-1006. The total should be 506 instead of 500 in the analysis

at the beginnig of this note; but in fact following wartime disturbance/ of the

Heraion storeroom we were unable in 1958 to identify some 30 of the handles

inventoried from that site. (There readings could be made (from Dr. Willemsen's

b careful drawings) the missing items have been included in our figures, but there

* remains a small residueT^Vnfortunately there has not been time to nuke the records

necessary for a fully up to date statement on stamped handles found in Samos. But

~j by the kindness of •'̂ rofessor Jantzon, I have been able, in a short visit late in

1968, to look through more recent finds at Pythagoreion ^Tigani) and to see that

any

here in any/case no further stampe of ths Samian class seem to have been found.

To the above figures from two sites on Samos, we must now add (see note 23)

69 from a "l^^d site, of which 2 are Rhodian, 1 unclassified, and most if not all

of the other 66 are probably Samian, For the place of discovery of these, £xxx

UucxHKktSjrH Nikitae Haviaras' words as reportecyby Dr. Pharmakides described it

as "a oa-fe where thefce is a church. ... He picked up what he could. . . There

I
were many pieces of amphorae there in the dark and the cold." One must guess that
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* /

<rjj

I am so informed by Mr. Boardraan, who cited for instance 59 as a type v;hich

/

' might have been Balled Greco-Roman. Other context now available for certain gem-

impressions on amphora handles should also be presented, since it would produce

modifications in the current dating of ring or gem types; for instance the data

suggested by a viditing expert in 1957 for the typo of Hesperia HI, 1934, p.291,

ho. 278, IVictory before a trophy - correct the identification in the publication)

was Augustan, whereas a duplicate has been found in Agora deposit J 11 ; 1, dated

in Vol. XII of the Agora final publication, (now in press) as 340 B.C. and earlier.

o 4

- i 2,^

\ ;

1'

A./

/ 2 ' •See Head , p. 6Q5, and Barren, pp.118, 135.

^ v/'
- For humped bulls in coins of Asia Minor of about the same period, of, Head-

X" ; A

T
Hill, pi. 27,13 (Seieukos) and pi. 28, 28 (Magnesia).

K

-'T •

—f ^ \ ^ •'// "^4© L

AxxMxxKBixibtxfi»«:yx8ijtdci^ixjb^KlD3Drii9.Wat«3d«x5gk«a»s^xgKXi3xxA8iog •! j.^_5
/ t •* J '/

References for photographs are to A.-M. and A. Bon, Les Timbres Amphoriques

vl

de Thasos, Paris, 1957. For the dates of two-name stamps, Hioe Hesperia. Supplement
A
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x/

X, 1956, pp.122-135, and confinnation more recently by Y. Garlan from stratification

in Thasos, B.C.H. XC, 1966, pp.586-652, especially pp. 642-645.in

i

• " •

The stamp has the legend on the two short sides of the rectangle, a feature

'/• ,

I''--'

of that period, of. Hesperia Suppl. X, pi.58, nos. 57 and 58; and the oaample ill-

/ ustrated -fefeere,, SS 11003, came from Agora deposit 0-R 7-10, the construction filling
'Qj

of the Square Peristyle, dated 4th century B.C.,and mostly of the third quarter.

.'-.A,.' . "-'i

in Agora XIII ^

^ ai. t - Of
a - '

None were found in the Pnyx Filling of Period III, on which see Hesperia
J .

I use'
SupplJC, yxxS?X¥xi«S pp.6,^122-123, ?qratl71 Monograms of a sort howet-or/

were

I, ^ '
found in deposit J 11 ; 1 isee note 25); on SS 11327, 11340, 11392-3 (unpublished).

-T - - ^ '*

r>*
- cited by

a.T. Newell on "Pallas Promachos" in HNM 19, 1923, p.29; xfx L.Lacroix, op. ci

in note 13, p.116, note 2, on totradrachras struck at Amphipolis in 326/325 B.C.

•

N/

/ 315 is Newell's date, cf. Laeroix'; op.cit., p.317.^For the Panathenaics of
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J
363/2, sea, J.D.Beazley, The Development of Black Figure, Berkeley and Los Angeles

1951, p.98. -

•J SZ/ ^ ^ —
V.R.Grace, Amphoras &nd the Ancient Wine Trade, Excavations of the Athonkan

Agora, Picture Book no.6, Princeton, 1961 (hereinafter referred to, aa Amphoras), ,

fig.46 . ^ ^

See Ch. Habicht, idb±tatMj±±fe Ath. Mitth. 72, 1957, pp.159, 260.

~ 1" ,"7" __ !r^ —

/C
V ' ^ - A

Anabasis, Loeb translation, V, Illi 7ff. ^ 7^-o-^

^ .

G. Daux, B.G.H. L, 1926, p.214, no.l, lines 5-6.

>V
sd .>N

See above, text with note on the Macedonian associations of this type,

'Fci_ <s:- e

F- /' ^ M
_7 ""^zs
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rom the descriptions in the catalogue the expressions "short-topped", or

"curving doum quickly" of Mrs. Petropoulakou's notes in Syme have been omitted, as they

are ve/y g^eral. Afew handles (e.g. do rise from the apper attachment. For

Haviaras-class

such of the^^handles as I have teen able to study (chiefly tnose from the Bena:Sikl-

collection), these are certainly very short-topped and/ without any rise from the

attachment.

y h

I y /n ^ /I
' In PI*4, all a^iial pmphoras and fragm^ts Ipereof are shown iJ ; 10 (

yt'

/

S ^ ' )

/ '' y" \ y^aa device U^ 2;1, and th^^f stamps are at 3s^l^Plv4'', 13, approximately so).

t / ' j / .being he^d by its cfwner), coins/are at 3 j 1, the stamp. |no.10) With amphora
/ / \

save

For measurements, contexts, and other documentation, see Description of Plate 4,

following the catalogue of Sanian stamped handles.

M f

See Amphoras, fig.48, for an old-style Ghian amphora with swelling neck

depicted in a stamp iraprossed on a new-style Ghian amphora with straight neck.

Unpublished stamps of the Rhodian fabricant niZTOZ, datable perhaps early in the

is certainly not a contaraporary
toird quarter of the^Srd century, have as device an amphora which iBXOdsscjajgcoKxJcjdiBock

o—'L- ^ I I I ^I —/ Mf-O-
kite Rhodian shape^

'̂Wtsrb3r<r<haj^«^ ^ p-6ir3(_^

•jw-
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393 J. Boehlau, Aus lonischen und Italischen Mekropolen, Leipzig, 1898, pp.10.

and

ff,, on the Samos cemetery; p.23, fig.16, for the outline drawing of the amphora

t i ^ '
\ '

shape3o!Bix|!piM4xxffx3{xii»rx*i)axd±E®nis±)0BX»fx±ia3BXHjq(tafraxsiia5»x Boehlau cites
A

in Sicilythe use_;^of amphoras as urns or coffins for the burial of children; but he could not

believe that those in Samoa had bean used in this way, since no bones had been found

in them. However the bones of small infants are apt to crumble away leaving little or

no such interments

no trace, and sinc^iusaw were otherwise found, among 100 intact graves, we may take

lit that that is what the amphoras had been used for. For burial in amphoras of the
! •' • - 5

classical period, cf. fBTXXHKtaMH? more recently f. MYA9NA, I. TPAYAOY, UPAKTi/cc^

^ of infants

1952, pp.68-69; and f. lIYAffiM, IIPaKTI 1954, p.59; both on amphora burials^in

Bleusia.

See Boehlau, op.cit., pp.144 ff. for iiaac discussion of the shape of the KBykoxa

^6
amphoras itis referencesthe round shape ^liko our PI .4, 3 and 4) is

_ \ ^
Petrie's Tanis II (Daphnae), pi.33, 1 (I correct from Boehlau's pi.23,1); and'#lr

— shape with narrow lower body^ Petrie's Tanis II, pi. 34 , 39,^and his Naukratis I,

pi.16, ^|,2,^ Boehlau remarks sixs that in the Samos cemetery not uncomraonjsere also
A

oval amphoras like Haukratis I, pi,15 (it should be 16), 4 and Tanis II, pi.33,2;

these shapes are archaic Ghian.

-d
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•)^'J
/ ir

' V-

lJ/

Agora P 24 870j *i«x*ByxxfxijoMiK±sxiJHT»3yxx±sii)iax±HJcA3^Km2j:5xfx5x3sx:tMsto83±
y .L.j^ - - •--

y y
Marion, Tomb 71, ^ jSCB II, pl,LKXV, 1, center pot, of . text, -p. 39a).-Marion

Tomb 80, 17 (SCB II, pl.LKXxX,2j jg^SgrrontTyTaEBtl• in.t;3T^ronp"pxe^^ttrECXj ibid, pSxgXXXi

IV,2,
pixXx pi. CXXXII, 15; at-g larger'-scala^iii^.li^aap.l«....e#-'*eaAiJi~;aku.tei:^S^ SOB fig^.

ly
"57, 6, an outline drawing, not a profile; cf. twxt, px SCE II, p,416); I. B. Zeest,

, — (
! Pottery Containers gg the Bosporoa, Moscow, 1960, pi,I, no.3, cf. text, p. 70 (in pi.

I
^^1, see^specially^dstailed drawing of the foot, whicK Ts^libt accurately" incorporated^ "

-VD vM

in the drawing of the jar a« a whole).

P 24870 ii barely visible in Ar-.phoraB . fig.35 (highest jar); one can see the
re

that its nock is not quite so sharply articulated below as that of its Beito in P1.4,

T" " ^ /yx_ 77w-(;^ f ..V, m . n
I . (J than Tomb 80,110_ the two jars from Marion, Gi, is more elongated in nook and body and '
1. • _ ^
I probably a little later; but the context in each case is oallod "later part of

Cypi'o-Arohaip II" or early 5th century B.C. On the Nymphaia amphora, see furthe]
! I y

below, text with noto.^^.

"r-v-



I • .

"1 "

^ , =• 'tM'
^ V

4t5 a depositP14b94 comes from Agora wall S21 : 2,^datad bOO-570 B.C. in Agora XII. (I^-
lamda. from

!has a graffito^ I quotSy^its inventory description: 'Very micaceous cinammon-brown

clay. Single letter, heavily scratched on noc^ before baking,"

which I saw

For the short-necked round-bodied amphora xaax in Pythagoraion in December 1968,

I am grateful to fflr, John Wettos for sending me a photograph of it soon after my

visit, and to Mrs, Pox King for measuring its height, 0,545, during ter visit tb^

the island in April 1970.
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footnotes - 17

,t

. jf '•% ^

i\j \^ \i/ X\^: f D'
rr

^ ^ V \'' ^
I have Mr. John Nettos to thank for sending mo a photograph of this amphora

iis. ('.T— • I ^ '
•" r. after I had left Samos. Agora P 14694 cbmes from well deposit S 21 ; 2, da^-bed in

the manuscript of Agora XII "ca. 600-570 B.C."

\ S

^_£v"; v^Ak:
M ''t— -/si—E.

The two in Pythagoreion are in the collection of Mr, and Mrs, Sartakoulias;

photographed VG Js¥l 691,18 and 19; heights respectively SxS 0,445 and 0.455. I am

Lqz,

grateful to the ormers for their kindness and courtesy in arranging for ms to ykst*

make records of

graph these and other amphoras in their collection. For North Slope AP 1491, see

C, Roebuck,

Hesperia IX, 1940, p.258, fig. 61, no,535, cf, tert, p,257. Agora P 3609 (preserved

height 0,415) comes from well deposit I 14 : 1, dated in the manuscript of Agora XII

ca

'fK

Jar in the collection of Colonel Hadjistavris, Photographed VG 392,8. I am

most grateful to the owner for arranging for me to record amphoras not only from his

own largo collection but also from other collections in the island; and for 'leesh.

/

The relief line of this fold is easily visible in the published illustration

*

of the North Slope jar, see refsronco in note



I

i
I

I 50
' For the Titfisian amphora foot, of. Bon, op,oit.in note 29 above, p.21, fig.5;

-^nd I. B. Zeest, op.cit., pis. VIl-VIII, etc.

I cannot attempt to follow the Saitdan amphora to^lart5.r periode, but will

container

^^11 attention to twoAShapes the outsides of which are familiar among finds in Athens

CCJ^ ^
of -Hbn Tu^r> period, but it may not have been generally noticed thajr, as in our

Samian hero examined icf. Figure 2), the body.hollow goes deeper than the visible

upper edge of the foot as seen outside. These are 1) the one-handled containers

of which a study has been published by M. l«.ng, Hesperia XXIV, 1955, pp.277-285^

and see further H. S. Robinson, The Athenian Agoga, V, Pptteiry of the Roman Period,

the earlier part of
Princeton, 1959, p.17, under F b5j and 2)^the series of jars with "tubular foot", see

on the series under foot is not well illustratedRobinson, ££. cit., p. 69,yyLK 113], but the McriierxjdtwBwxxaiojaii in this volumep|̂ *«
In

HBtxichaxfBBtxynsaxza^sxdatla ^it is missing from many of the Jieces). «She later jars

the not

of this kind,ixKiixdtxiauraxK foot that mi i,tnwi.ii•.> outside, ef.

Amphorae, fig. 37. jar *»x furthest right. But see Klio, 39, 1961, p. 297, no. 3,

for a photograph of the rather earlier
Agora P 25674, illustrated by G, Kapitftn to show the restoration of amphora fragments

cfCll 'L,- " , r '
. ^ .^u _c^,. .

from a wreck off the east coast of Sicily. Both series need further sorting and study,

^ fUa.

in the light of additional niaterial now available. A good part of Miss Lang's one-
;> N

handlers are of noticeably micaceous clay. Her description of this clay, top of her

p. 278, could well suggest a Samian ware^ -o-c_* •Sov.-.a-I— >



footnotes - 18 1.^2.

/ Cf. Bon, op,cit. in note 28 above, p, 21, fig.5; and I. B.

-t_' y . tf^r

Zeest, op.cit. in note 4ft, pl.s VII-VIII, etc.

-5»>5- n
-— See above, note Agora 3609 is open on the break below, ^hut thia_

method of broaching does not seem to have been successful in the case of AP 1491,

and a hole Ithrough which a pencil fits) was bored through from a little to one -sidgj

-

' See W. Technau,

•

$3
Priene in

his section on th^pottery from thaxsxfca?For Zahn's original suggestion, seey^. Wiagand and others, Prinne, Berlin,

1904, pp. 430 Idescri^jtion of the clay) and 440-447. For later discussions of his

hypothesis, see above, references in note 18.

I-owe this infonnation to Professor H. S. Robinson. He tells _me__that a

S .4.^ -
_ •.

/ '̂ ^detrl of the so-called "Samian" ware has been found in Bgypt^^especially in Old Cairo"),



footnotss - 19

^ y
I •" See I.B.Zeest, loo.cit. in note yC, The class isolated by Zahn was early

Khipowitech's
recognized in finds on tha north shore of the Black Sea, cf. Ivlme. iSaipnaixskix "Die

Keramik StHmischer Zsit aus Olbia," Mat, z. r6m.-germ. Keramik, IV, T. 1929. pp.12.

of her amphora
ff. In a letter of February 15, 1969, Lime. Zeest tells me that the clay^is that

known in tha red-glazed 4ilc»saBv.p6ar5r0dr) Samian ware, but also in painted pottery of

the 6tie-5tH century B.C. recognized as Samian. The class of amphoras (of her pl.l.

no.3) is widespraad in the Bosphoros area in the second half of the 6th cantury and^

_ _

early 5th century B.C., the period of lively communications wi-with the Ionian cities.
A

.Their clay is pale and very micaceous and has a layered construction.("alle_a dos

couches"), ^

' ^ \ - - "-
Cf. Amphoras, fig,35, the bright jar in the foreground; M. Campbell, Hesperia

Til, 1938, p. 605, fig. 27, especially no.192. Of the two classes of amphoras found

in quantity in Corinth, thise belong to the series sometimes attributed to Corcyra,

)
nfiT^pes^r^ XXII, 1953, p. 108, under no. 166, Note that Boehlau attributes to-

the amphoras from his cemetery an Ionic shape especially exemplified in Corinthian

IO a. A. ^—- )
'•)K '

-pottaryy see -op-,c.it, in note — ^

A



^ the
For notes on k proposed Attic series, following it through the 5th and into

footnotes - 20

' .-tv

the 4th century, see Hesperia XXII, 1953, pp.101-2, no,147. Much study and present-
container

(^tic, amphora£ of_an^ ^
ation is still to be done. For"earlier period, see E. Brann, Agora Vol.7111.

Late Geometric and Protoattic Pottery, Princeton, 1962, pp.32-33, under "Storage

Jars;" see references there; for a summary of the development of the earlier

^

Attic oil jar, see E. Brann, Hesperia XXX. 1961, pp.338-339, under nos. 40-41.

5^

For a photograph of this amphora, see E. Brann, ajsyBriKxx±b±iis op.oit., pi,

2, no.23 (at 1;10), or E. Brann, Hesperia XXX, 1961, pi,13, R3 (somewhat larger).

^ ^ / tS" '3
- A. 3

CW, 1495 and 1496, I am grateful to Lucy Talcott for information on these
/ - — "

;^sinall jars.

Sio«xAg»raxfxa:gHi8ntxxharsixi!MK published with a photograph of the top part
- Agora P 21984a and b, , - - - '

----- pi ,40,
xaa Hesperia XXII, 1953, ypx p. 10^ no,167j a profile drawing of the foot at about

-ibid,-

2:5 is shown anxfigx p.103. Context: Agora well Nl' : 3^

—^ - Agora P 25426, from deposit R-11 :. 3., _,

>-^C" ' f1, ./ pv <: . O:. ^ K.i ,
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X I am much obliged to Mr. Barron for discussing with m.e thadates of these coins.

ae well as for sending me numerous photographs of casts, iiPbluding the two used hx
-4-

in P1.4. See Barron, pp.71 and 92 for the requirements in dating the trihemiobols,

and the table p.48 for Barren's tetrddrachm sequence and his (proposed dating of

X the smaller coins in relation to the tetradrachms. My ptoposed date of 468/? B.C.

certain of Glass III,(Barron'5 pi. XVI,4'^)
for PI.4, 6 makes it ccontemporary V/ithy^arron's tetradrachms .His, pl.X, nos ,35-37

-I _ 3^)
TD'h+l ^ * t T)- _ irto1 upright • • (Barron p.198,

with olive branch xynhBi and circular incuse as in the trihemiobol. Our PI. 4, 7

may perhaps Ib^-
"ixximbK dated with Barron's Class IV, 460/459, again with olive branch upright and

circular incuse as in the trihemiobol. Our PI.4, 8 (Barron's plJCVI, 2a) may be as /

which he dates 446/5
late/ as the tetradrachms of his Class VII with the letter / 0.(his pi. XIV, 85 and fiS

86); these are the last with the rectangular incuse as in the trihemiobol; this
is iixdct

- latter has an inverted olive branch whivh seems not to be matched in any of the

tetradrachms.

Lazarides Thasos inv. no. 555n, ; from the excavations of 1950. I owe the

photograph and information to Mme. Lilly Kahil, who further told ma that the aiqpiix

had apparently
amphora aK5xxK±dx*BxiiMra been found set im an earth floor, with black figure and red

figure pottery near its mouth. Unpublished,
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64

Deposit S 16 ; 1. This area was excavated in May, 196^, by an expedition from

«•' . Brown University working, in collaboration v/ith the American School of Classical
/

IJ-fj' l.-V >!'__ _•/ ... ______ /
Studies, see Hesperia XXXV, 1966, pp. 79-85, pp.83-84 for the well.^^ am grateful to

R. ^ ' •
Professot Ross Holloway for permission to publish thise two fragqients,

^

C> ^ —'P'"" *̂ (I 'j- 2-

M*' r>

i>r

ISC: - It .6. ^'A -S -v-t- : I

65

p ^

Agora P'27547, hock fragment, also from deposit S16 :'1;^P 26379, too frag

ment, from deposit Q 15 : 2; Kos B.E, 44, in the storeroom in the citadel [YG phot.

,M .^i,. r i_ :{t, ^
-412.36)j from the Marathon wreck, see B.C.H. LXJCVII, 1953, p,141, figs, 3 o and d-

-f (VG 201.14)
i the Smyrna fragments, soon and photographet^^in October 1952 by the kindness of J.M.

C Cook

J. Cookj^coiBO from the excavations reportod^in B.S.A. 53-54, 1958-1959; see subsequent
various classes of

j numbers of B.S.A. for,reports on tiBSxiasmxaitah. pottery from the site.

I attributed to
The toe P 26379 is *xx*KK®x**i3SX®aKdcaxxBf this class with some hesitation.

_i ^he toe of
The style as viavied from the outside resembles that o:^Fig.2, 3, but the interior

was solid well above the toe as visible outdide, and the fragment must come from

a considerably larger amphpra (diameter of the knob 0,075, as opposed to 0,06 for

Fig.2. 3),



^ 0
68

For a praliminary report on the wreck off Kyrania, Cyprus, see Archaeology, 21,

1968, pp. 171-173, I am much obliged to Professor Michae/l Katzov, the excavator,

for permitting me to study and record his finds in Cyprus in the fall of 1968, and

Jto mention hare his Type X, which may be Samian. In fact, in the 1969 season, an

1 _

intact amphora of Type X was raised from the wreck, a jar with mushroom rim, broad, shor

jtopped handles, of which one bore a stamp with two letters, broad shoulders (mors angu-

-""lar and loss sloping than those of our Plate , 13), and a knobbed too separated by

a finger's width from the body. I am obliged to Professor Katzev fxwx^WXKiaxiBHxixixx

-^OTa9±±»ax±BxtkxxxHxt±xisxliiaxfypBxXxxai*axiaix for drawings and phobographs of this
_i

...

amphora, which will no doubt shortly bo published.
"•"1

f ' h.

f--

—L.
I
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66

Neoks with mushroom rims of which the clay is micaceous include P 25742 from

A 16 ; 1 (ca,350-325 B.C.); ^ 27834 from H 16 ; 7 (late 4th century B.C.);

many fra^ents of such rims of which some were micaceous were found ih J 11 ;1

(ca.400-340 B.C.). In general similar, but of non-mioacoous clay, is the fragmentary

^amphora P 6152 (lower part missing) from D 15 ;3 (ca.375-530 B.C.),

67

One of these was in the office of the airport at Pythagoreion, where by

•"

;he -dlympicourtesy of the •olympiaki pfficial, and with help from John Nattos, I was able to

photograph it (691.10).

68 preliminary
For a £irst report on the wreck off Kyrenia, Cyprusy see Archaeology 21,

1968, pp.171-173. I am much oblige^to Professor Michael Katzev for pennitting me
U/-' A I .

to atudy and record his finds i^Cypims ,|̂ l9nd—to meujfci6iT"tieva his ••f3rpe- Xy-whirehr may

13-, ( A

Pace Barron, the passages he cites on his p.7, note 53, include no praise at

all of Samian wine. As for Apuleius, his text without emendation actually states

~ .. edition
that nobody scratches the ground to plant vines in Samoa. Cf. the Bude (1924)

\



footnotes - 24

where P. Valetti remarks (p.xiv, note 1) that this informtion surprised some critics,

who corrected the text to make it say the contrary. Even as corrected, this passage

does not amount to praise of Samian wine.

jife are indebted to Mr, Barron (again his p.7) for dispelling a former interpret-

ation of the olive branch on the coins as being a symbol of submission to Athens, His

study of the coins proves that their chronology does not allow this explanation.

For praise of Samian wine before Byron, sea

I oie the reference to MiT« Puieii Eraser,

70 ^ ^ V
Anakreon, Fr. 98 Page; Persians, 882; Antiphanes or Alexis, a£. Athen. 66 ff,

✓The refer^ences are assembled by BarrcMi, p,7, notesCfix 50-52.

-1-
I

71 ✓

Plutarch, Life of Solon, 24.

72

Herodotos VI, 95; ibid., 115.

73 ^2I.G. I 65. See P. Jaoobsthal, A.J.A. XLVII. 1943, p,308, with references,
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footnotes - 25
^ilOO

/
For illustrations of the relief, see A. Hess, Klio 28, 1935, pl.l (opposite p.32)j

B.D.Meritt, Documents on Athenian Tribute, Harvard, 1937, p,4, fig.l. Jaoobathal

and several other scholars identify ny "upended amphoras" as money-bags. Hess (op,

bit., p. 27) calls them pieves of broken amphoras with their knobbed tips upward. It

!
was Daniel Geagan, now professor at Dartmouth, who suggested to me that the artist

was trying to show inverted amphoras as behind another pot that lies below. I/Thether

broken or merely inverted, the significance would be the same. Hess, in the article

much evidence

cited, lists kbbsxxhxxpkxxks>x on the use of pottery jars for the transport of money.

j I am obliged to Lucy Taloott for calling my attention to this relief some years

ago, and for giving me references to it.

I

j 74 y
See M. Lang and M. Crosby, The Athenian Agora, Vol.X, Weights, Measures and

"r
Tokens, Princeton, 1964, pp.62-63, LM 21-27, of.pi.18, noting here that the same

good
types appear on djry measures also. Since the publication of this volume, two ±sxa

on handles fromnew impressions of the Athena head of LM 25-27 have been foun^i* a4th century

context (P^7368-9). In these better-preserved examples, it is clear that a special

'blob of fine clay has been placed on top of the handle to take the impression of the

L>a

die (noticed by. Benaishi). ^ ^

: ^ • -2:^-
"y .u u^-j- - • ^
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I am obligad to Professor Bmery for permission to mention the amphora

9^ .A.
fragijiants^ound in his excavations of 1965-1958 under the auspioes of the Bgypt-

Exploration Society. In a call at the excavations in April 19b7, I had a glimpse

s which had '̂then been found, by the kindness of H. Smith of theof the

staff; and drawings, some rubbings of stamps, and some notes, were later sent to
me

by G. T. Ivlartin and K. J. Frazer, also of the Expedition. The Salckara eta-rho

monograms resemble two found on Samos, I 580 and I 859. A stamp with monogram ota-

rh£, but retrograde, appears on handles at the Agora, including one iSS 14b8G) fully

preserved with both attachments, which apparently comas from a Samian amphora with

mushroom rim (rim not preserved, but the handle is broad, very short-topped, and of

highly micaceous reddish clay); this handle has context of the second half of the

4th century. Further study among unclassified handles stamped with monograms or abbrev

iations will no doubt identify further Samian of this period.

-I -
1

J
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^ ^.,5 1
75^

1 pi.18, LM 28, cf. text pp. 60-61, 63. The engraving is finer than

than

can be seen in a photograph, and deeperj\in the die of the coin type. Notice in the

photograph tlmt aljchough the impression is deep in the upper part, it has not been

deep enough to take the detail of helmet or face, which retain the-aeorfBg of the

surface of the handle.

76 - ^
Plato, according to Plutarch, Life of Solon, 2.

T>
>7>

^

w

XV" i-f

V y•C. C.Edgar, Zenon Papyri, Vol.Ij.^atalogue general des Antiquite's Bgyptiennes

du Musee de Gair^^Cairo, 1925, no, 59015. For amore detailed account, see the
\ - /
same author in Annales du Service des Antiquitos, XXIII, , pp,86-95, The words

A
j

used for the jars are KEPAlvlIA and HinKMIA , Neither oil as the cargo
xepdp-ia

HcJOi a

nor Alexandria as the port id actually mentioned in the papyrus, but the Customs'

valuation and duties paid apparently leave no doubt that the contents of the jars

were oil, while various considerations make the identificatmon of the port very

J

Iprobable; see Edgar's remarks in Annales pp,86-88, For more recent commont

I ^ A
1ob the papyres, see for instance L, Casson in Studi in Onore di Aristide Calderini

e Roberto Paribeni. Vol.I, Milano-Varesi 1956, p,2S6,

•esc; !%r



pv I

I j^or HMIKAAIA, sea the interesting discussion,7/ith bibliography, by D. A
CU ^

«T^ ~\J
Aa-. Amyx on KM02 and related words, ill connection tith the Attic Stelai, hpsperia

:. XXVII, 1958, pp,186-190. However, the v/ord is Semitic in origin: of, Smili^-

v/

-P criirr''VvAt>'=".. CL^ b

- ''X^ ^
mtinuation of noto 77 of "Samian amphoras":

18,X.69 ./OS

A(•]- t (Y-'r— ^
.°r ^ ^

son, Recharohos sur los plus anciens smprunts S^mitiques on Grecjf, Paris. 1967.I _-i ^ ^
^ Ra^ ,

cXl-^ j pp,42-44 on KAA02, The Greek word KAAg^ evidently followed the'̂ ''̂ obr^ Tfed'as'̂ i raw ^

Masi

%
general term for a carrier for fluids. "Most frequently LKAAOZ] occurs as

>n

a vase

-—' •' ' used to store and transport wine" ^Aniyx p.186, with references); and^S^e. Masson

L,

"-1"-" • "7

Ip.'i'-t) ipake.s_thfl-
•^••f^- <'^7 fp' '' Tsjri^eaJhly

'•The Greeks apparently used the

keramion c>/, . , 4 T

..I8£..

i)- ) •
borrowed term interchangeably with KSkAXiaM, as in our papyros, or with amphora.

Pollux X, 71, quoted by Amyx in his^noto 3, Any kind of container-amphora

might serve from time to time for drawing water, and excavators often find them

at the bottoms of ancient wells. So it is not surpeiaing that there is ancient

reforer^e fc^^such use Iseo Amyx's note 4, and add now Menander, Dyskolos, '9^^ ) '

word k^.r
i/fe-noed B.«t- look to identify with the tsTsc3i_ specific ancient shape . Whether "
iJ t-\ J A

jj y^ I
kados or «k keramion or amphora, the term is general, needing an ethnic adjective

Isuch as "Samian") to identify the particular style.

' /
:v-

7Z
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^ IL—. tr*^

if Life of Parikles, 26, The suggestion tlmt the prov; stamps may have been

20 0r more

Samian was made to me xffiuay years ago in the museum of the American Wumismatio

the late

Society in New York, I think hyy^tAr, Sydney P. Noe, There is actually another

state whose coinage commonly bore the pnow of a galley, and that is Phaselis on

^ import
the east coast of Lycia. !^^position ^Q,P'̂ jAi«^.poPt v;ould magie natural the Bxp»xi
of 'Sfcs products ±» 2r\ I
to Egypt; but stamped handles found in the Black Sea area (v;ould seem more likely

to be

from Samos than from eastern Eycia. Reference/ to the prow types of Phaselis in

connection with this stamp series were passed to us in 1955 by Mr, Lucas Benaki.

QAA .TITy* _ * "Qlr- irnc*For previous published mention of the prow class of stamps, see Jji,. Bk, Ataaa
Ph'iloe . fp-'".-«ir9g9, p,475, with references in note 5. The Haviaras amphora is
ment i one d he re,

^ V 1 Qa
Cf. M. Bbert, Praehist. Zoitschrjft V, 1913, pp,30-31, with fig, 34, no, IQa,

This object is stamped on the nock ^&IAI/kOY. Its producing KHKSt center was

perliaps Herakleia Pontica,

.1-
±_

^ ^ from the Heraion, exact provenance not known.
8J/
/I 933,

Of a total of 146 known examples, 51 have been found in Alexandria- 30

'-•tut— «(f-L_
more in Kaukratis (chiefly) and in Tell Fara'in in the Delta, or of unknown )

) /A

Egyptian provenance,^now stored in the Cairo Museum; 23 in the Black Sea area;

8 in Athens (of the 3 in the National Museum, thw source is not strictly known,

but 5 are from the Agora Excavations); 7 in Syme (probably collected elsewhere)-
' 9
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footnotes - ^8

and 27 in various other places, for 21 of vfhioh the provenance is unknown

(most of these are in the British Museum). The Naukratis examples are largely

in the British Museum. The 35 handles formerly in the Benaki residence in Alex

andria have now been infetalled in the Muse^e Gr^co-Romain in that city.

' nThe name is 03YKAH2 in the stamps sind 0EOKAH2 din the coins. See Barron,

p|). 236-237, for & list of names appearing on the coins. The following appear

stamps ;

AEHl

AABaiMBP0T02

AASSm02)

AnOAAi^IAU2)

API2T0dAIii02

APIZTO^SU

AIXEKPAITH2)

AEXEiaXlOZ)

AffiPirENH2

SSAKB2T02

©EYKAHZ

EAEANAL-

mVAMW

MOZXISN

riAEIKEAlTHZ)

UAYZIMAUOZ)

222IKPAITH2)

$AIN0KAH2

SIAIROZ

$IAIZK02

5IA0KPATHZ

tIATATOZ

s&IAffiin(AH2)
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I .f 07-

See Tarsus I, p.147 and fig. 118, no.95; the comment on this stamp

1 that has good context
gives some references for published examples of the class-.—The Agora example is

SS 667 from the Middle Stoa building fill (unpublished). As it happens, no name

has been restored in either of these two dated example X

See now Delos 27, p.

\/
C-

For a labelled Attic 2-choe measure, sea S. Young, "An Athenian^lepsydra,"

Hesperia VIII, 1939, especially pp.278-280.

S±±iBxif<:^xaaq5hBx*XBfxtiisx±hiTdx^Har±«rx»jPxtiiax4tk3CBSH*Mxyx

SS 4568, Attic (?) amphora of the thitd quarter of the 4th century (from

^ith monogram stamp on one handle
VAgora cistern D15 : 3^; ht. 0.73, diam. 0.437, capacity 45,250; see Amphorae,

I

^ig• 42, right. SS 8214, Koan amphora of the first half of the 2nd century (from

Agpra well G5 ; S)j stamped LA}2KAH on one handle; ht, 0.785, diam, 0.45, sapaisit

'C... v'
capacity 45,050; see flesperia Suppl.Vlll, pi.19, 8 (amphora) and pl.20, 10 (stamp;

, reading of this, ibid,, p. 188, id to be corrected); see also Amphoras", fig.56,

second jar from the left. The third jar referred to is sraxacaiy P 6795, of

-H
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footnotas - 30
1.(0'?

Korinthian type but datable about 100 B.C. (from Agora cistern C 9 : 7), unstamped:

ht. 0.78, diam. 0.443, capacity 44,980; for a similar jar |n8ck^ shorter

•J
in proportion) from the same deposit, sea Amphoras, fig.38, third jar from left.

The capacities of the first two amphoras were taken with wheat, in 1939; the figurei

given are the result of a recalculation, slightly higher than as first arrived at.

The third capacity was taken with barley in 1954, and I owe the figure to Professor

M. Lang. Note that th^capacity of these three jars is about^that of the two-bath
(s^lOL <-C . rC V

Israelite amphora of the 7th century B.C., cf. S.S. KVBinberg, ed., X^he Aegean

ibid.

an(^ the Near Bast et c etc etc pp.106-107, under no. 13, and cf. pp.

.L 84-85.

y®X|?kBfcBSX*¥l!DCBI«xS2£xia

Not inventoried; VG photograph no.278.33. Full-bellied jar with mushroom

rim, neck spreading to a rather steeply sloping shoulder, and a heavy ring toe

with a shoi't concave stem (a scotia). Ht. 0.80; diam. including marine deposit

0.46; ht. of handles oa. 0.23; capacity (water) ca. 52,875 cc. A break in the in

(afterward^repaired)
toe,showed reddish buff clajr red at core.

A
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i.VIII.69

X
P 14179 comes from Agora well 0 20 : 3. Ht. 0.76, diam, 0,44,

If" ht. of handles ca. 0.22, Clay orange-buff, micaceous. Repaired and somewhat
_ _ _ ,

^- filled out in plaster; complete with toe. Note the full height of this amphora

is s?.ightly less than that of the Haviaras amphora without its toe, but the shoulder

of P 14179

—is higher as well as wider than that of the other, and the lower body has a full

of P 14179
curve, all features that would give added capacity. The rim^^s a smaller roll

than on the Haviaras jar, and the handles swing out below to the wider shoulder.

Taking a capacity measurement of a restored amphora, especially a very large'

one,is difficult and never vary satisfactory. One cannot expect to get'othe same

result twihe-r"^ '

o '\
- ~See A. Michaelis, "The Metrological Hgiief at Oxford," J.H.S. 4, 1883, pp.

335-350, on a relief of pedimental shape which shows the head (right) and

and hie

shoulders of a man jBfeislBTiwfck arms out straight on..either side, and above one arm

, hy in the field, ^
engraved^the underside of a foot, cf, B.S.G.Robinson in Hasperia Suppl.

--- --V - • - . hh '
.A' i words quoted

yi .p. 338, note 10, fr(Mn which I ta,ke the^^x^^ as the date of the relief
- vX I •

.1 . .

is called just before 450 B.C., Robinson tentatively associates the addition of the

foot of Attic length with the ilfeights. Measures and Coinage ^ecree of 449 B.C.
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footnotos - draught p. 32 rovisod 1 V

Miohaelis \p. 339) cites a passage in Horodotos i2, 168) "in which h« affintiB that

jtha Egyptian fathom is equal to the Saitiian fathom, Doerpfold was right in inter

preting the words of the historian as referring to the great or royal ell Lrather

-

, than tho'̂ iimilar Egyptian one]." The Oxford relief has been illustrated acently
I _ ., .

--t)y. D. E. Huynos, in Archaeology, 21, 1968, p. 209 las one of the Arundel marbles);

" and by J. Boardman in J. Boardman, J. Dttrig, W. Fuchs, and lA. Hirmer, The Art and

Architecture of Ancient Greece, London, 1967, fig. 42, above; cf. text, p. 12.

Boardman dates the relief mid 5th century; Haynes, with Michaelis, puts

it in the previous decade. Note that a joining fragment at the right end of the

relief as shown in Michaelis' photgraph Ihis pi, XXXV) is missing in the two recent

illustrations.

To

Svixji/ the hypothetical 7 to 6 relationship between Attic and Baudan standards.

compare the 7 to 8 relationship between Attic and dhian standards, although these

-r- relationships would bo attested in the one case only for linear measures and in the

other only for weight and volume. For a summary with references on the Attic -

apparently in 1956,
Chian uitiRt4»Bafh±|nc standards relationship, .first hypothesized by M. Lang, see now

Delos 2g, pp. 359-360.

second

I It should be stated that Professor W.B.Dinsmoor considers that the iie8-standardi^

f L _ tSkR
•"[implied by 'pHllMlllWWIlHli (lnaMBiHijiigl the added foot which is a seventh Of length"

of -yjDf- "ambOQied fathom" —

r
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V^' _ fx Ai-«A -V- ' ^ p^ ' ' v/^
interpretation

teostocbdsaKJdaieotfdsfijjras^^ to appear in a now edition of his Architecture of Ancient

Greece, now in preparation.

-_i_.
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young«r

Under the table is a-Rhodian amphora; - as a yuaiag man the collector had put)lished

three such

Of these shapes, the latest illustrated returned us to the Haviaras family.

T

i. In ipiate , 15, bomosthenes Haviaras sits with his prow-stamped amphora, unique to
i
I--! - . _
^ this day, in a sort of out-door study at his home in the upper town of Symo, On the

#«. table beside him is Dumoxit's ([Inscriptions Cemmiques de Grace; one can see its
f V ^ vV

stiff back pages lying open at gl. II. Under the table is a Rhodian Jar; the

ioollector had published three of these in a Smyrna newspaper when ho was a youngf^nen.

90

syon after Dumont's book appeared. From this pleasant antiquarian tcKxk background

90

Published in the SanRBds* IlPOOdOZ of April 21, 187b, see kanaxAxshx Rev, Arch.,

X)CXII, 187b, pp. 295 ff,; cf. commentary on I.G. XII, 3, 83. The collector cannot

have been more than about 30 at this time, since he lived until 1922. It is stated
in

tkaxtisB Rev .Arch., loo. cit., that Haviaras's dthx** Rhodian amphoras brought up to 8

, the Rhodian
the total then known. Dumont,6 p. 13, fig. 1, is fully misleading as to kksxx shape;

see Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. 55, 1965, p. 5, note 2 \but

correct the place of publication of Dumont's volume to Paris). For one more glimpse

of our orlgln.1 ooU.otor, so. A. Maiurl, op. ott. in not. at nboro. p.

3- i S~
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1413

Michaelis (p.339) cites a passage in Herodotos "in -which he affirms that

pi"'

the Egyptian fathom is equal to the Samia^i^fathoii. Doarpfeld was right in inter-
I

/
prating the words of the historian as^4-eferring to the great or royal ell [rather

/
than the smaller Egyptian ~~l~ (3"'>o V-T——A, jn-aJLw—1

^' .
* t: ^

••V.

This 7 to 6 relationship b^ween A-ctic and Sami^ iiiKHscr^ s-fcandards is to

/
be compared with the 7 to 8 |»dationship be-bween Attic and Chian ^iiJSHigkfcxaii^x

/

xsSsiqh:^ standards, althoum these relationj-hips are attested in the one case

y

standards V-»^/
the Attic - Chian/relationship, see now Delos 27', pi^. -'^60

^ ^ /' - -

with references
for linear measures aijr'd in the other for weight and volume. For a summary on

1-4/

VSee A. Dumont, Inscriptions Ceramiques de Grace, Paris, 1871, p.13, a drawing

stamped
purporting to be a^Rhodian amphora of Jjhe fabricant 1IAP2YA2, but in fact its outline

/
was traced from the drawing of an unstamped Roman amphora which had been published

4 tf I''Ajv
Tsy J .L.Stoddart, See Jiore faliy Transactions of the American Philosophical

/

Society, 55, 1965, p, 5, noi^ 2 (in a chapter on the finds from the Antikythera

shipwreck), jJU-^ A —,
4' . . V ' ' <1

/ ^/ '-f J V_ >/j I-t riay be remarked that in our visits to Siima, although we found and re-.

^ photographed the-'amphora Stx

-o C3~s~iC^ .
^ XxxhaxKStaii \

did not f"ind""Rhe--.^

D -
-k - Ehodian amphora seen under the table in the old^^hotograph.

r

.£2-
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Whoavar inveetigates the text of this papyrus with relation to capacity

apparently provided

"figures of actual amphoras v/ill no doubt have in mind also the evidonc^Yo^

Samian linear standard by the metrological relief in Oxford,whioh^K^asnfiMPiiiigx

, yirX 'v -•

±xx: e Attic foot has been subsequently

engraved alongside the embodied Samian fathom," showing a ratio/ of 7 Attic feet
d\

_to the Sajuian fathom, or a 7 to b relationship between Attic and Samian standards.

•

•

<

J

•

»•
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16-ohoe keranda of the papyroa, and a capacity meaeuromont should some day be

-87

tried. Whoever investigates the text of this papyros with relation to capacity

figures of actual amphoraa will no doubt have in mind also the evidence for the

Samian (?) linear standard as compared with the Athenian, at least in the 5th century

B.C., the metric relief in Oxford in which, as it seems, "the Attic foot has boon

subsequently engraved alongside the embodied Samian fathom," showing a ratio of 7

Attic feet to the Samian fathom, or a 7 to 6 relationBhip between Attic and Samian

88 N /
standards. ) *-

/ ,/
/ /

So far as the present article is conoomed, here matter must rest.

^3./ / -
Samian amphora stamps have been presented, see Pl»,/ , a series for

//
which a date is proposed in the latter 4th oontiii^^ B.C., the basic group (the

/ i
Haviaras stamps and duplicates of these) porb^p/ soon after 522 B.C., while a few

associated items may be of the end of the men/ury (9-ljS, types with li<a mask plus
proper names). Some of the stamps in Pis. /and âre of interest from the point

of view of cults, and some make their oon^ibution to art history. I have invosti-
>»•

,,y

gated What may have been the shape of t^' amphorae on which these stamps were

Impressed, and of earlier and later amfiioras perhaps produoed by the Samians in

the course of their history of many vicissitudes* while olive oil oontinued to be

earrled abrced from Sums. The ehraaology of this study of shapes has depended

much on context of disoovery of Jan and fragments from the Athenian Agora*
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.-^shapsa proaanted In Plga. 1 and 2, wad in n. , .l^taln intareat whathar ar not

all prove to have beon made in SanoB»

Of these shapes, the latest illustrated reamed us to the Haviaras fSMly,

In PI. , 15, Demosthenes Haviaras sits in a aprt of outdoor study at his home
^ /

t
•I

in the upper tofm of Sym, On the table beside him is Dumont's Insoriptinnn
r \

eeramic^ues de Grace; one can see its stiff took pages lying open at PI. II. S

^^odian jmphoraj. possibly ^ collecW did hot r0boeni7e
it as 8uo^,^if no b'̂ ®P8 were visible,since j^uniout is misleading on the Hhodian

shapie. From this pleasant antiquarian background Nikitas and Michael Haviaras

went away to school in Samoa, whence the one brought back his unique group of

S.nl«. .temp, tar. pr..«t,d. PI. , . iv. «y renlnd u. of tant i. otad to tta

ottar .on, olnoo It la pnrt of tta^roat ooll.otlon In Alentadrln of llioha.!

aaTlnm.. p„pii ^on. Ihrongh ;ta gonorntlon. tta aoholarly puramt

ttaa. ndnor ncnutant. ta. built up fdr u. noon.1 l.l„d of .anil but .olid bit.

of fnot. tad in tta tata,hll. tn/italr nddlot. tta.. .tudl.. tar. oontinu.d to
prorid. .r.ft<. for tta .tta^on in tta addat of tantovor di.anl out.r olroun-
stances have prevailed, a^rden enclosed.
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r cannot be Attic, because the ehgi'aved foot is too short. He has another interpret

ation, to appear in a new edition of his Architecture of AncAent Greece, now in

preparation. See his paper, "The "gs-sis of Greek Temple Design: Asia Minor, Greece,

Congresso

Italy," Atti del Settimo Intemazionale di Aroheologia Classica, 1, Roma, 1961,

_ gp, 355-368, for identification of the lengths of 4^ various foot units employed

' in ancient Greek and Roman buildings, Tne paper includes (pp, 361-362) discussion

of the relation of linear measures to those of capacity and weight,

' • *. 1

-j-
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